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This pony's for you

1f

Head out to the West Kentucky
Exposition Center Sunday to see
die famous Budweiser Clydesdales from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
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" I've tried to remember what good came
out of this. Then I think, had we been asleep,
we could have died. "
-Christina Clark

Heater fire destroys home
fueled by a nearby papason chair, had engulfed
the house. AJthough it only took the fire department 11 minutes to extinguish the fire, the dam·
age wao; done.
'This was everything we had," mourned
Moss Thursday morning. "J don't even know
where to stan. We have to log everything we
lost (for insurance purposes)."
Moss said the fire marshal determined the fire
was caused by shorted fuse in a wall heater
~hich had turned on automatically. She said she
wu.-, concerned because they had no control over
the wall heaters being off or on (because they
hnd central heating). and that the ft.re marshal
had mentioned several other homes in the area
had caught frre the ~arne way.
"I was so relieved to know it wasn't because
I had left the Christmas tree lights on," Moss

by Erin Richards
Editor in Chief

Erin Gillesllhe News

(From left) Christina Clark, senior from Calhoun, and Jenny Moss. senior
from Dyer. Tenn., unearth a board game from the,ir scorched house.

Perhaps the most mournful site at seniors
Jenny Moss and Christina Clark's incinerated
house at 1702 College Farm Road is not the
burned teddy bears and bal1 gowns friends keep
unearthing tr(lm the debris, but the Christmas
tree in the corner of the scorched living room.
Just purchased last week. the decorated 7and-1/2-foot marvel was reduet.-d to a 3-foot tall
collection of charred stick.-.. Like the couches
and chairs, its black skeleton will soon be tossed
out the front window in a heap with the other
debris on the front lawn.
The fire Marted Wednesday around II p.m.
after Clark, from Calhoun. had gone for a walk
and roommate Moss, from Dyer, Tenn., was at
the movies.
"We came back, and you could see a little fire
inside, but when we ran to a neighbor's house to
call 911, I could hear glass breaking out of the
windows,'' said junior Whitni Steele, from Murray, who wac; walking with Clark.
During the next 25 minutes. the flames.

~aid.

Relief has come in other forms as welt. Tile
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity donated $1,000 to
the women Wednesday night so they could go
buy clothes and other essentials.
Alpha Delta Gamma sorority sisters have
~ned up their homes and closets to Clark and

ROTC marches back to Murray State
by Mellssa Kilcoyne
New~

Editor

Mwrdy State signed an agreement with
the Kentucly National Guard Tuesday to
partner with Western Kentucky University
and reinstitute the ROTC program next fall.
The University began its ROTC program
in 1952, but it was deactivated in 1997
because of military downsizing. The program became voluntary in 1971 and will be
optional once agam.
Col. Wayne Garcia said the program is the
world's best Jcadel"\hip course, and 70 percent of Anny officers come from the ROTC.
"It's 1he best thing I think has happened to
the University since it was done away with,"
Garcia said. "You have gotten enough out
there who are looking for something like
that. What we found throughout the program
is a lot of students don't know what they
wam to do after gmduatiqn, and this gives
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them that."
Charles Outland, a 1955 graduate of the
program, attended the agreement signing to
show his support for its return to Murray
Stale.
"'The program here had a reputation of
being one of the best programs in the country,'' he said.
Outland ~id at one point, Murray State
had the second highest Army ROTC enrollment in the country. but errrollmem dropped
after it became voluntary.
"At the: time I was in school, Korea wa~
going on. and I was going to have to go, so I
made the decision to go into advanced
ROTC and get commissioned,'' Outland
said.
Capt. Richard Palmer, officer in charge at
Murray State, said ROTC provides an opportunity for stuoents to learn di~ipline as well
as opportunities for success.
"We've already had a number of inquiries

into the program," he said. '"The news is
spreading fast.''
University President F. King Alexander
said officials looked into bringing back the
progrnm about two years ago through a part·
nership with Austin Peay State University,
but the plans fell through.
"We stuck with it until we found openings
and support from people outside the University," Alexander said. "The Kentucky
National Guard has been instrumental."
Alexander said the program will offer a
few courses in military science next fall to
current studenl-. and incomiog.freshmcn.
''This wouldn't be as popular now if safery and security had not recently become a
staple in our oowttry's dialogue today." he
said. "All of these characteristics make it
attractive for studenlo; again,"
Murray State's progrnm will begin as a
satellite of WKU. Alexander said, but it does
not prevent the University from standing

alone in the future.
"(The National Guard) wants to see the
University put forth commitment first,"
Alexander said. "We nre starting small, and
it depends on demand."
Alexander said the University looks forward to a longstanding relationship with the
state and federal departments of defense that
will keep the ROTC at Murray State's campus from now on.
Noonan Arflack, Kentucky National
Guard deputy commanding general, said get·
ting the ROTC back on Murray State's campus was a group effort und will be positive
fur everyone involved.
"Murray State and Western Kentucky
have been very gracious and offered many
incentives,'' he said. "It is a great honor for
the fine ins-tinuions to be involved in this
program. The contributions that Murray
State students have und ~ill make to our
nation are valuable."
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Volleyball beats ·odds,
wins OVC tournament
by Jake Lowary
Sports Editor

Blood, sweat and many tears
-these are a few aspects of the
Murray Stlltc women's volleyball team's dramatic year.
The roller coaster season
began with a tournament in
Michigan agninl>t some of the
toughe~t opponents in the
country. Murray State did not
win a single game.
The season progressed, and
the Racers won 14 matches
straight. including 30-plus consecutive games.
The play~rs' spirits were
dampened, however, when star
player Abbi Gui. a sophomore
from China. was declared ineligible by the NCAA. On top of
that, the team was forced to
forfeit :six of its hard-earned
wins.
· Last week. Murray State beat
th'e top three seeds in lhe Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament
and seized the championship
title. A few days later MSU
was announced as a competitor
in the NCAA Championship
Tournament.
But when it seemed like
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everything was in place and
nothing else could go wrong,
things took another disappointing turn.
Former teammate and friend
Gui was told that she would not
be able to travel with the team
Friday to the first round of the
NCAA Tournament in Champaign, Ill. Yet again, the team's
heart was torn.
Head Coach Dave Schwepker said it was difficult to break
the news to the players.
"Once again. it's another
thing thrown at us that we have
to deal with, and we will, and
we ace, and we will really miss
her," he said.
Team members said they will
miss her support as well as her
presence on and off the court.
Athletic Director E.W. Dennison said that in her case, the
administration's hands are tied.
"We are under the governance of the NCAA, and lhey
have ruled that she cannot travel with the team," he said.
Even though she is not
allowed to travel with the
Racer volleyball team. Gui can

see VOLLEYBALL I 3
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Moss.
1be University has offered the women a
room in the Curris Center through Jan. 13. as
well as replacement books and school supplies
from the University Bookstore to help them get
through finals week.
Food Services is working out a special meal
plan for the pair.
Moss said she was surprised the administra·
tion had declared their ordeaJ "official University business."
"We woke up this morning at our friend's
house. and we had all these messages," Moss
said. "All the sudden we had books, food. a
room."
But no amount of aid can replace certain
items, including Clark's 25-page research paper
(due yesterday) that was saved on Moss' nowdestroyed computer or the favorite clothes. sentimental items and the house itself.
"We loved this house," Moss said. "1 guess
we'D spend break buying new clothes and
searching for a new place to live. We want anyone who knows of a two-bedroom apartment to
give us a call."

Officers
arrest
•
magaztne
solicitor
by Vanessa Childers
Assistant News Editor
On Nov. 18. Casey A. Fuller, nonstudent from
Morton. Wash.. was arrested at Franklin College
for trespassing. solicitation and illegal entry into
the residential college.
Two other solicitors were detained outside the
· building, and Public Safety officers advised
them to leave campus or they would be arrested.
Fuller and the other subjects gained unauthorized acces:o to the residential colleges and went
door-to-door selling magazines to residents.
"1bere is a no-solicitation policy in the residence halls," said Don Robertson, vice president
of Student Affairs. "It's a safety and security
issue. and we are concerned with the protection
of the residents."
Patricia Abbott, sophomore from Troy, lll .•
said Fuller asked if he could enter the room to
tell her about the magazines he wa~ selling, and
when he entered he began asking questions
about her major, clac;sification and interests. ,
"The fact that he was asking me all those questions was kind of a red flag," she said. "He said
if I bought rnag37jnes from him, he'd put a sign
on my door so no one else would try to sell magazines to me."
Abbott, a Richmond resident, said Fuller
claimed he was a friend of Jana and Jessica Mallory, sisters who live across the hall from her.
Jessica Mallory, freshman from Elkton, said she
and her sister did not know Fuller, and they too
were solicited.
David Wilson, interim Housing director, said
the possibility of forcefuJ entry is one of the
many reasons for the no-solicitation policy.
"If people want to solicit items, they have to
go through Jim Baurer and set up a booth in the
Curris Center," Wilson said.
DeVoss said two years ago, salesmen soliciting in Hester College forced themselves into residents' rooms.
"(Residents) don't know who they are letting
into the colleges," he said. "They could be Jetting
in a potential predator, and that concerns me.
Some people don't know exactly how much
trouble they might be in."
Although Fuller was arrested outside fTaOklin
College, White College Residence Director
Kevin Thomas, a graduate \tudent from Sparta,
Ill., phoned Public Safety to report the solicitation.
"We were fortunate someone from the Housing staff quickly infonned us and the other residential colleges,'' DeVoss said, adding that Public Safety heavily relies on students and staff to
alert them about suspicious activity.
"We're primarily dealing with people not tied
to the University," DeVoss said. "We won't tolerate this behavior. I can't say we're protecting
our students if we don't keep these predators
out"
DeVoss said some companies hire solicitors
who are criminals or have warrant-, out for their
arrest, and students should be aware of the
potentially dangerous situation in which they
place themselves.
Fuller has a hearing concerning trespassing.
illegal entry and solicitation charges scheduled
for Dec. 22.

News Editor: Melissa Kilcoynl"
Assistant News Editor: Vanes.'in Chiklcr~
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Gallery exhibit features
graduating seniors' art

•Police Beclt

The Clara M. Eagle Gallery
will showcase art exhibits for
13 December graduates.
The exhibit includes works
of silver, oil, textiles, graphics, drawings, wood and
mixed media.
The exhibit is free, open to
the public and will be on displ::ty through Dec. 12.
The gallery is located on the
sixth floor of the Doyle Fine
Arts Center. It is open 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday and until 7 p .m. on
Tuesdays and Thursdays. On
Saturqays and Sundays, the
gallery is open from 1 to 4
p.m.
For additional information,
phone the gallery at 762-3920.

Thursday, Nov. 27

A report was taken.

8:40 a.m. A caller from Winslow

Sunday, Nov. 30

Dining Hall requested the building be opened.
12:47 p.m. An officer at the HamiJton Fjeld parking lot advised a
vehicle for a construction company was left open. The officer shut
the door.
4:11 p.m. A caller from Clark College advised she had no hot water
in her room. Central Plant was
notified.

Friday, Nov. 28
12:32 a.m. A caBer from the May-

December ceremony
to commend graduates

Cory

The December commencement is scheduled for 10 a.m.
Dec. 13 at the Regional Special Events Center.
For more information,
phone the Provost's Office at
762-3744.

Adam Green (left), senior from Alvaton; Ken Wilhelm
(center), graduate student from Marion, Ohio; and Ron
Elder, senior from Parsons. Tenn., calculate the global
positioning coordinates of the Shoe Tree for their graphic
information systems class. ·
Association is sponsoring the
concert at 7:30 p .m . next Friday in Lovett Auditorium.
For tickets or more information, phone Margaret Boone
at 753-2949.

Music association hosts
Owensboro orchestra
The Owensboro Symphony
Orchestra is scheauled to pre·
sent its annual Holiday Pops
Concert.
The concert will feature the
Owensboro Civic Chorus, the
Owensboro Center Chi ldren's
Chorus and
14-year-old
vocalist Kaitlyn Lusk.
The Murray Civic Music

~

University committee
to raise library funds

instituted to financia lly support the renovation of Water·
field Library.
The primary focus of the
program is to raise funds for
the $2 million renovation pro·
ject.
For more information,
phone Laura Wolf at 762·
3001.

Over the next several
weeks, the University community will have the opportunity to contribute to "It
Stilfts at Home," a program

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Vanessa Childers, assista"t
"ews editor.

Complete Fonnalw.ear Hendquarters
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304 Main St.

Murray
Wedding~.

Proms, Bauquets,
Birthdays & Anniversaries

759-5000
1-888-FOR MRJS

<Toll-Free Nationwide>
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field office of the Kentucky State
Police requested officers check on
the welfare of subjects traveling
from Smithland to Watt~r Valley.
5:09 p.m. A caller from White College reported a loud bass playing
in the building. The noise had
ceased upon officer arrival.
8:55 p.m. An officer issued a cita·
tion for driving with expired regis·
tration to a subject in the Universi·
ty Church of Christ parking lot.

~turday,

1:31 a.m. A caller from the May-

field Police Department reported
the department was searching for
a missing vehicle. Public Safety
officers were advised.
8:23 a.m. A caller from Elizabeth
College advised she found a bicycle near the building. She took it to
Public Safety, and a report was
taken.
1:02 p.m. A caller from Regcnlo;
College advised a smoke detector
had been activated. The Murray
Fire Department, Central Plant
'and the fire marshal were notified.
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served a crimina} summons for harassing communica·
tion to a resident.
8:09 p.m . The Murray Police
Department reported a runaway
juvenile and the unauthorized use
of a vehicle. Public Safety officers
were notified.
9:11 p.m. The residence director of
Franklin College asked to speak
with an ofijcer about a scorched
place on a steel post by the smoking area outside the building. A
report was taken, and the incident
is under investigation.

12:43 a.m. An officer issued a cita·

tion to a subject for driving on
Chestnut Street with expired registration and insurance.
8:04 a.m . An officer at the Carr
Health Building advised graffiti
was painted on the tow-away zone
between the building and the Cur·
ris Center. Central Plant was notified
10:10 p.m. A caller from the Roy
StewMt Stadium parking lot
reported a suspicious vehicle was
parked in the norU1 end of the lot.
The driver advised he was returning his girlfriend to campus. A
report was taken.

Wednesday, Dec. 4
7:30a.m . A caller from the residential college circle reported several
v.ehicles were wrapped in plastic
with dead ducks placed in the
wrap. The department of fish and
wildlife advised there was no
gaming violation. A report was
taken, and the incident is currently
under im·estigation.
4:48 p.m. Mary Mitchell, senior
from Murray, was arrested by
Murray Police Department officers
at 107 N. 13th St. for trafficking
methamphetamine.
7:39 p.m. A Franklin College resident adviser reported several
expensive items were stolen from
his room. A report was taken, and
the incident is currently under
investigation.

Monday, Dec. 1
9:33 a.m. A caller reportt:'d an

Alnskan husky was running loose
in the area near Al('xander Hall.
Callow.ty County Animal Control
was notified. A report wns taken.
10:41 p.m. The residence director
of Richmond College requested an
officer come to the building
because three male subjects had n
fight with bleach in the third floor
hallway. A report was taken, and
the Housing Office was notified.
11:18 p.m. The residence director
of Hester College reported two
male subjects had a fight, and one
subjL>cl. was injured. He was taken
to the Murray-Callaway County
Emergency Room, and the incident is currl!ntly under investigation.

Racer Escorts: 4
Motorist Assists: ·3

Police Beat is compiled by Vanessa
Childers, assistant news editor, with
materials provided by P~tlJ/ic Safety.
All dispatched calls are not li:;ted.

Tuesday, Dec. 3
7:16 a.m. An officer at Regents

Lee Clark Graduation Dinner
will be held on

Sunday, December 7th at 6:00 P.M.
in the

Curris Center T-Room
All gr.u.luates. hall council, and children (under 12) are
admitted free. All otherS are asked to dOnate to the
Lee Clark Scholarship Fund. For additional information:
caJl 762-6876 or, steve.horwood@murraystate.edu
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Seniors achieve, look to future
University announces outstanding
senior man, woman at breakfast

Institute for International Studies program. He said study
abroad opportunities
are better at Murray
than at other universities.
"1 lived with a
Spanish family for
three months and ate
with the family and
did everything in
Spain within the
family context that '------~
I don't think a lot of
Whitney
the
programs
Arnold
offer,"
Watkins
Outstanding
said. "(With some
Senior Woman
programs), you just go and stay in the
dorms with a bunch of people from different states but don't actually get to interact
with the culture as much, so that was a
great opportunity."
Last fall Arnold was Homecoming
Queen and named that honor as her most
memorable moment in college because of
support she received.
"It was such a special time because my
fiance had gotten (Homecoming King)
the year before, and the next year I was
nominated by another organization on
campus,'' she said. "My roommates had
T-shirts made and made a really big deal
out of it the whole week. My family also
came and gave me their support."

part of that organization, and I was just
flattered ,'' she said. "I've uied to make a
special effort to get to know people on this
campus." '
Watkins is involved with Alpha Mu
Gamma, Pi Mu Epsilon, the Foreign Language Club and Christ Ambassadors,
among other organizations. He wants to
be a Spanish or math :teacher.
"A teacher might help a student decide
whether they're going to go on to college,'' he said. ''I'm a math major, and
people go. 'Oh Jcan't do math.• Well why
can' t they do math? Tiley can't do math
because they had teachers that told them
they couldn't do math, (that) gave them
horrible grades and didn't help them. and
so r m learning that teachers really shape
Jives."
Arnold is involved in Alpha Sigma
Alpha sorority, Sigma Theta Tau and the
Baptist Student Union. The nursing program is what attracted her to Murray
State.
"I knew (nursing was) what I wanted to
do since my junior year of high school,"
she said. ·-rhere was no question in my
mind that I wanted to do it."
Watkins spent time overseas in
Segovia. Spain, through the Kentucky

by Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor
Jonathan Watkins and Whitney Arnold
said they were surprised upon hearing
they were named Outstanding Senior Man
and Woman for fall2003 .
"I don't think I've done anything that's
more outswnding than unyone else," said
Watkins, a math and Spanish major from
Henderson. "I've worked very hard. I've
tried to study a lot. I'm also involved in as
many activities as I
possibly can. I'm
trying to take advantage of the opportunities Murray State
offers."
Arnold. a nursing
major from Hardinsburg,
said
her
friends were instrumental in making
the a\\ard special for
her.
''1 was surprised
jonathan
because I just submitted my Who's
Watkins
Who application to
Outsl:mding
hope I would be
Senior Man

3

Volleyball:
Team faces tough opponents
From Page 1
attend the tournament as a fan and spectator
since it is a public event.
Former Murray State volleyball player and
Restrictive Duties Assistant Chrissy Dabbert
thinks the situation has given the team inspiration and motivation despite the adversity it has
faced.
''Everything that ha.c: happened has just pulled
(the team) together even more and made them
try even harder," she said.
Other players feel the same way. Junior c;etter
Casandra Ersel said winning the conference
tournament has made the season worthwhile.
adding that the team deserves the respect and the
win because of the obstacles it has surmounted .
The team will have to overcome its heartache
and compete in a very important game tonight at
7 when it faces the squad currently ranked 15th
in the nation- the University of Illinois.
In terms of sheer size, only one of the Fighting
Dlini is under 6 feet tall, but only one Racer player is taller than six feet. Schwepker compared the
contest to a David versus Goliath matchup. Still.
the players are enthusiastic about their game.
''When we found out we were at Illinois,
everyone was really excited," Schwepker said.
''We felt we were really lucky in the drc1w that
we got."
Despite Murray State's underdog status. the

players feel that if they come to play, then they
have a very good chance at winning.
"If everyone keeps fighting and working a-;
hard a.c; they have and plays well, then we should
win," Dabbert said.
This is not the first time the Racers have faced
a high-caliber team. The first four games of the
season were against teams much like Illinois.
One of the teams Murray State played was
Michigan. another Big Ten Conference school.
The Wolverines beat Illinois in the regular season, and Schwepkcr said that the. Racers are
familiar with the style of play Michigan utilizes.
''They' ve played Michigan. They know what
Michigan is all about," Schwepker said.
The women also have an added incentive to
bem rllinois. In the second round. they have a
chance to play the University of Louisville. and
Schwepker said his team is anxious to play
Louisville. lbe Racers faced the Cardinals in the
same toumament as Michigan.
Louisville. ranked l~th at the beginning of the ,
season. is another top-notch team. The Racers
matched the Cardinals at the beginning of the
season, laking the contest to five game.<•.
A final incentive for the Racers to play well is
that the third and fourth rounds will be held in
Honolulu. If the Racers advance, the players
could enjoy n nice vacation in the Pacific.

Soldier, student prepare for holiday apart, wedding plans
by Vanessa Chllders
Assistant News Editor
At a mall last August, Erica Geniec looked at engagement rings and took a ring brochure home to show
Lance Cpl. David Gage, whom she ha.s dated for five
years.

Do you have a loved one involved in the war
effort? A re you involved yourself! Call or enUJilus with your stories so we can spotlight
you in our "When Duty Calls" series.

Erica Geniedguest

Junior Erica Geniec, from St. Genevieve, Mo.,
and Lance Cpl. Dll\·id Gage wiU soon be "ed.
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Gage proposed to her later that night while they were
dining at the Outback Steakhouse.
"We just found out in November that he would be
shipped out to Iraq," she said. "We were supposed to
get married in July (2004), so we decided we'd move
the wedding up to January."
Their wedding is scheduled for Jan. 3, but Geniec, a
junior from St. Genevieve, Mo.• will not see her fiance
until Dec. 31, when be arrives from his station at 29
Palms California.
"David's been in the Marines for two years. and in
that time I've only seen him for a total of a month,''
Geniec said.
So while many spend the holidays with those they
love, Geniec will be separated from her fiance.
"We've been together for five years, and it's disappointing that he can't be here for the holidays, but the
holidays aren't when I miss him. the most," Geniec said.
"It's the small, everyday stuff, the companionship I
miss the most. plus I know he is lonely."
She said while Gage visited her during Thanksgiving,
the two of them went on a drive to look at Christmas
lights since no one decorates the houses on Gage' s milItary base.
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"This was the first Thanksgiving he had been home
for since joining the Marines," she said.

Gage saiJ being away from his family during Christ-

mao; is difficult.
"It's one of the hardest things to do because holidays
are something you look forward to, but on base it is just
like any other day," he said. "It's just another day of
work."
He said the two things he misses most about Christmastime are putting up a Christmas tree and eating his
grandmother's home cooking.
"His family misses him. I miss him," Geniec said.
"(Christmas) just isn't as special without him."
Gage told his fiancee not to buy him a Christmao; present. but :.he plans to send him one in the mail anyway.
"We·re getting married in January, and money is really tight right now, so I guess he thinks we can't afford
it, but I have something in the works," she said while
laughing.
Gage is scheduled for deployment to Iraq on March
15 and must serve a minimum of eight months.
"I'm nervous and uncertain of what will happen (in
Iraq), but I feel well prepared,'' he said. "I've been looking forward to this moment for a long time."
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Santa Clause plans
to recruit Budweiser
Clydesdales to pull
sleigh this Christmas

T o~rn ament?

How did you find out Santa
Claus wasn't real?

"I found out during Easter. My
cousin and I were
playing hide-andseek, and I found
my Easter basket
in my parents'
closet."
Amy Ashley
freshma/1. Paducah

''When 1 was 10,
my dad called me
in and told me he
wasn't reaL"

NCAA penalty too strict
Our View

JlmNdson
sophomtxe, New Yodt

ISSUE:
SUSPENDED
VOUEYBALL
PLAYER A BBI G UI

The staff editorial is the
majority opinion of the editorial board of "The Mur·
ray State News. " The editorial board is composed of
all section editors.

IS PROHIBITED

"I think that I figured it out on my
own."

FROM TRAVELING
W ITH HER TEAM
TO THE

NCAA

T OURNAMENT.

Ak.lko Aloe
freshman. Japan

POSITION:
G UI SHOULD BE
CONSIDERED
INNOCENT UNTIL
PROVEN GUILTY
AND NOT DENIED
AU PRIVILEGES.

"When I was 5,
my mom and dad
told me Santa
wasn't real."
Jcanettr Jackson
ft11shman, Clsrl<svtfle, Tenn. • •
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REPORTS SUGGEST
PRESIDENT BUSH
PLANS TO SPEND
MILLIONS OF
DOLlARS ON A
NEW SPACE
INITIATIVE.
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ity to compete with her
team, but she also will be
isolated from them in one
of the most significant
moments of their athletic
careers.
The Murray State volleyball team will experience no advantage from
traveling with Gui to the
game, therefore there is
no reason for her to be
denied the privilege.
Thus, she should not be
punished to such an extent
until she is actually
proven guilty.
While the NCAA does
have a responsibility to
protect the other teams, it
should wait for the facts
to come in before issuing
the full punishment.

Space travel wastes money
Our View

Paul Baker/The News

On Oct. 9, sophomore
Abbi Gui, from China.
was suspended from the
Murray State volleyball
team after allegations
were made that she had
pl ayed
professionally
while in China.
Although the investigation is pending with Gui
denying all charges, she
was immediately removed
from the team lineup.
Now that the team has
qualified for the first
round of the National Col-

legiate Association of
Athletics
Tournament,
Gui has been prohibited
from traveling with the
team to the game, even as
a spectator.
While we can understand the NCAA policy
that players under suspicion of such allegations
are not allowed to play,
there is no reason why a
player who has not been
found guilty should be
denied all privileges.
The team has already
been sufficiently penalized. since six games in
which Gui played were
forfeited.
Jf G ui is proven innocent, she will not only
have been denied the abil-

MORE
APPROPRIATELY
SPENT ELSEWHERE.

The staff editorial is the
majority opinion of the editorial board of "The Murray State News. " The editorial board is composed of
all section editors.
According to recent
reports, President George
W. Bush is expected to
announce plans to place a
renewed emphasis on the
U.S. space program in a
Dec. 17 speech.
These plans reportedly
include a return to the
moon and possible construction there.
Although the possibility
of a space station on the
moon is certainly exciting,
we have to wonder about
the logic behind it.

Further exploration and
technological advancement
should be encouraged.
However, too many immediate crises exist in the
world today and (U'e desperately in need of our
money and attention.
Jt hac; been estimated that
a future space shuttle mission will cost around $500
million. ls there not a better
way the government can
spend this money?
With all of the hungry,
homeless and suffering
people in 'the United States
and the world, it seems
obvious that there are
numerous beneficial uses
for such a large sum of
money.
This is especially true

considering the nation's
multi-trillion dollar debt,
the millions of dollars
spent on military expenses
and an economy which is
less than thriving.
Whether President Bush
is making such proposals
to improve his image for
reelection or for more honorable reasons, spending
millions of dollars on space
exploration rather than
improving conditions here
on earth seems to be a
gross misappropriation of
funds.
It is time a president put
more time, money and
energy toward projects
which will actually help
people rather than those
which may earn him votes.

With the addition of
the Budweiser Clydesdales to the Murray
Christmas Parade, Santa's reindeer may have a
little competition.
In fact, unbeknownst
to Santa's reindeer, Kris
Kringle will be scouting
this Christmas Parade to
find replacements in the
horses. who will visit
the city this year.
Although Santa Claus
was not available for
comment, a source close
to St. Nick said because
of a lackluster performance this year, he
could be looking to
replace some or all of
his sleigh-pulling crew.
The source. who asked
to remain anonymous,
has inside information
on the reindeer team
and identified himself only as "Dancer.''
""The reindeer draft just wasn't very promising this year," Dancer said. ··santa might just
have to look to another animal to replace
some of the herd."
Dancer said there were many benefits to
recruiting the clydesdales. They are strong,
fairly nirnble and can carry 10 times more .
toys thun the strongest reindeer.
The source also said there were some
behavioral problems among the reindeer as
well.
"Rudolph has started to get a big head,"
Dancer said. "Ever since the song leaked a
few years ago and he realized he was an asset
to the team, he began asking for special favors
and for his own dressing room."
Dancer said this has caused discord among
the other reindeer, who are asked to pull their
own weight.
"Honestly, we're ... I mean they're thinking
of starting a union. and that just won't ny with
the big guy," he said .
Dancer said Santa can easily charm the
horses into flying. and they probably would
enjoy the work a little more than marketing
beer.
··After all. who wouldn't want to make little
children happy?" Dancer said.
There could be moral or traditional problems putting the clydesdales in the place of
the reindeer.
"'First of all, many people would be devastated to learn Lha! their toys were delivered by
horse~ rather than reindeer,'" he said. "Seco ndly, the horse!> are an American icon who
represent beer rather than Christmas cheer."
Although there are some problems with
keeping the clydesdales, contracts could be
negotiated in their favor.
'"We really think that this could be a smart
move for the horses," he said. "Santa gives
good benefits, the offseason is unbelievable,
and the North Pole is a great place to retire it's the new Florida."

Melissa Stoneberger is a faux-llews columnist
for "'The Murray State News...

•Your Opinion
UT Martin director of athletics
responds to fan allegations
I recently received a copy of a letter
that was sent by Abram Brummett (Nov.
14 issue of '"The Murray State News").
Brummett alleges that Tennessee-Martin
fans demonstrated certain unsportsmanlike behavior when Murray State University' s volleyball team visited UT Martin
for a volleyball match .
During the match. one of the game
officials asked me to investigate comments by a group of UT Martin students.
1 visited with the students and instructed
them to refrain from any derogatory
comments and to cheer for the UT Martin team.
I am not writing to dispute Brummett's
allegations. I can only attest that I never
heard the comments before or after my
visit with the students.
I want the faculty, staff and students at
Murray State to know our game management pol icies do not condone such
actions. If such actions occur in the
future, 1 encourage any offended fan to
notify a member of the game management staff. The public address announc-

.._
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er will know which staff member has
game management responsibilities.
The UT Martin/Murray State rivalry is
healthy for both our institutions. On
behalf of the student-athletes and athletics staff at UT Martin, I pledge our support toward helping this rivalry nourish
within the parameters of good sportsmanship.
If you do not print this leiter. please
pass along a copy to Brummett because I
do not have his addr;;ss. I hope he and
any other offended Murray State fans
wi ll be confident that they can visit UT
Martin in the future under better circum·
stances. except for the game score of
course.
Phil Dane
Director of Athletics
UTMartin

Massachusetts Supreme Court
right in legalizing gay marriages
Recently the Massachusetts Supreme
Court invalidated a state ban on samesex marriages because its members

..... -- .....

.....

_,--~~···

believe a ban on same-sex marriages is
unconstitutional.
Bans on gay marriages do go against
the constitution on two different levels.
They go against the pursuit.of happiness
and the separation of church and :.tate.
The reason bans go against church and
state is because other than personal
beliefs, religion is the only thing going
against homosexuality. Isn't marriage a
pursuit of happiness? If so, then the
United States government is infringing
on this inalienable right.
It is said marriage is a privilege to heterosexuals because of family values and
children. Homosexual couples can have
families with children. so why Cl\n't they
be married? This is America! People
come here ro have freedoms, and we're
taking a bask one away from homosexuals. Isn't everyone supposed to be treated equally?
Someone tried to take a biological
view on why homosexuals should not be
together. They said if a woman was supposed to be with another woman, then
she would have been born a man and
vice versa. This is equating love and sex .
Just because you love someone doesn't
mean you will have sex with him or her.
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or just because you have sex with someone doesn't mean you love him or her.
Think about it this way: If everyone
loved the person they had sex with, then
the world would be filled with a lot of
love.
Homosexuals don't have the choice to
get married or not. but they should. Marriage is something everyone should have
the chant·e at whether they are gay or
straight. The direction the Massachusetts
court took was the right one. In years to
come, hopefully everyone can marry
whomever he or she loves. no matter
what the circumstances.
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The 'Rhodes' less traveled
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Scholarship interview puts
c_aree~, values in perspective
I couldn't believe it. 1 wa... supposed
to leave in 15 minutes to meet the people
who would snon administer the most
important interview of my life. and the hair
dryer in the: hotel bathroom was defunct
As I contorted my body to dry my hair over
the air-conditioning vent in the downtown
Louisville hotel, I tried to calm my nerves.
I thought about how I would explain
my tardiness to the Kentucky Rhodes
S.::holan;hip committee. Should I start with
the: rain that had delayed my drive by two
houn; th:1t.Tuesday, or the mentally challenged mnintenance man who was now
insi!<.ting that the waiJ.mounted dryer was
portable: and that he could fix it while I
waited, or the taxi driver I would meet in a
fc:w minutc:s who would delay me even
ERIN
more by not knowing how to get to the JefRICHARDS
ferson Club, which was in plain view of the
hotel where I was staying?
I eventually found my way (sans lllxi driver) to the Jefferson
Club and walked in to lind the eight members of the committee
standing in a practiced circle around my competition -seven other
young adults who. like me, had been selected as state finalists for
the Rhodes Scholarship that only 32 U.S. citi1ens win each year.
Created in 1902. the scholarship is named for English pioneer
Cecil Rhodes. who wanted to bring together ou~tanding students
from around the world to Oxford University, where they could
pursue graduate degrees on full-ride J;Cholarships. Along with
securing letters of recommendation and an intense application
process. I had carefully cmfted an essay about how going to
Oxford would help me change the world.
I wrote about how 1 had effected change at Murmy State through
four years on the newspaper staff, how I believe journalists have
the power to keep institution~ and people honest and how important the dissemination of information h to the survival of a democracy. My 'lofty ideals would be recognit.ed through a master's in
modem English literature. which would improve my writing as
well as land me in an environment where I could feed otT the
minds of renowned faculty and u diverse student community.

In My
Opinion

SlAV£

Sticker assassin
faces life of fear
In My
Opinion

It's not just a game.
It's a way of life.

It is survival of the
fittest - the difference
between life and death.
1be tiny stickers are not
cute little decorations.
After being placed on the
proper target, the sticker
is like a bullet straight
through the heart. For the
past two weeks 1 have
trunsfonned from a college student into u runaway convict. I have
stayed in my room only
leaving to go to an occasional class and to the
KRISTIN
restroom, to which I run.
Cox
The game which I
have gouen myself into is
called sticker assa..sins. 1am a member of Hester
College. and when I signed up to play this game,
I didn't realize how serious it was.
everyone playing the game met the frrst night
and received the name of the person they were to
assassinate. In order to assassinate !iOmcone you
must put a small circle sticker on them. The
object of sticker assassins is to be the last person
alive. The only "safe zones'' were your own
room, the bathroom and academic colleges.
The night before the game began, two other
players and 1 fonned an alliance, meaning we
would not kill each other, and we would share
infonnation about the others that we were trying
to kill. There are other girls watching out for me.
All the girls on the fifth floor were always on the
lookout for the person that was trying to kill me
and the person I was trying to kill. I heard of
other alliances that had been fonned and quickly
broken. Playing thi~ game showed many other
players and I who were our true friends and ttl¢
others that were not. Gossip was flowing through
Hester College like never before.
On my first trip to class. I took the longest
route available in order to avoid traffic. When
class let out, I went straight to Hester where I had
someone waiting at the door to escon me to my
room. I only left to go to the restroom. The other
players in my alliance also stayed in my room.
We had each other. We did not eat in Winslow
because of the risk of being killed. I had a neighbor go get us food. Since people were constantly
calling my room and hanging up. my roommate
and I changed the message on our answering
machine to say, "This is Kim and Kristin. We
have no friends ... and trust no one. If you are a

real friend, you can leave a message, and we
might call you back,"
On my way to my last class Monday afternoon, I was talking to a residential adviser in the
lobby, and the next thing I knew, she was cha'i·
ing after me trying to kill me. I sprinted away us
fast as I could. Luckily, I survived. After I
returned from class,l ran straight to mrroom and
did not leave. Only the lucky and the truly competitive players made it through the first day.
Tuesday morning I was still sctrred to leave the
room. However. I made it to clm;s. One member
of my alliance did not auend her classes on Tuesday because she was afraid of being killed.
Later in the aftemoon,I made plans to kill my
person. His neighbor nnd roommate set him up.
As soon as he got in the shower, they called and
told me to come to the third floor. His roommate
locked his door so he would have noWhere to run.
As soon as he came out of the shower, I ran after
him. Wrapped in his bath towel, he started running away from me. I caught up to him and
placed a sticker on his back. He was dead. I then
received the name of the person he was trying to
assassinate, my next victim. All three of the
alliance made it through Tuesday.
By Wednesday morning I was not as scared. I
was quickly becoming tirc:d of the game. I wanted my nonnal life back. I wus sick of hil-ling out
like a runaway prisoner. Wednesday afternoon in
the middle of campus, one of my allies was
attacked. Three boys held her so that someone
could J<iU her. One memOt:r down, two more to
go.
The way the names worked out, I wa~ trying to
kill the same guy who was trying to kill me. On
my way to Hester from class Wednesday night, I
turned around and 15 feet behind me wa.'> the boy
I was after. who was also trying to kill me. We
talked, but neither one of us went after each other
in fear of being killed first.
The game is still g<,ing on. My resident ndviser and 1are both still alive. The life as a runaway
convict is becoming naturul, I still stay in my
own room as much a.~ pO.~sible. I don't leave to
eat, and I still run to the restroom. I am glad I am
still in the game, and I am glad I decided to play.
but next time the game: is played, I will think
twice. It has been an experience like no other. I
have realized who my true friends are, and l will
repay them for all the help they have given me ~o
far this week. Although I have been Jiving in fear.
1 have had so much fun playing this game. My
advice to anyone playing the game in the future
is to watch your back.

Kristi11 Cox is afreslmumfrom/Jemlerscm, Tenn.
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'Cocktail party?' Yeah, right
So there we: all stood, ready to start the "cocktail party" part of
the interview process, where everyone tries to smile a lot and not
look too awkw:rrd as they meet the conunittec:. "Cocktail" is a poor
choice of words here because my latl~ arrival guaranteed I couldn't even get my hands on "glass of water, mu~h less an alcoholic
concoction to ease the tensiun - not that I would have drunk it, it
was more the principal of the matter.
Someone shut the tiny room's douhle glass doors and for the
next hour, we all darted like scared an~ from one interviewer to
another. The committee meml:iers were a mix of fonner Rhodes
scholars. high-brow business people and representatives of educational institutions.
The. students were equally mixed. As we talked in little groups
with the committee members. I met Nate Olson, a tall. soft-spoken
Center College senior. Chris Kenner, a student at the University of
Louisville who was intelligent, but too abrasive and cocky; Deanna Durrett, a petite, accomplished, waif of a thing who attended St.
Louis University. Clint Morehead was from Bellarmine College,
and told us later how much weight he had lost while fretting over
the: Rhodes scholarship, and Sky Hannony, who I instantly knew
would be a shining st:ll' in the committee's eyes. She had traveled
all the way from New Mexico, where she was teaching impoverished children on a Navajo reservation. Jonathon Ballard was
short. not very impressionabl~ and from Louisville, but had a good
plan to help society tluough biochc:mistry and medicine. Claire
Beimesch wa.o; a veteran. The self-assured UK rned school student
was back after not making the linal cut last year.
The "party" ended with a briefing of the next day's itinerary. I
drew the 10:30 time slot, and we were all encouraged to get to the
bank (where the int~rviews were being held) early and "c:njoy" the
day with our newfound comrades.
Oi~overing

what's important

Back at the hotell was a bundle of ntrves· I felt the same way I
had when I W'ciS 18 and competing in ttl¢ National Hunt Seat Equitation Finals in Pennsylvania. I had stressed myself out and put so
much emphasis on trying to be the best junior rider in the nation
that I forgot to enjoy v. hat I truly loved- the thrill ofjumping horses, competing and perfonning well under pressure.
I ordered a glass of wine from room service und put things into
perspective. I had made it this far. I was not a failure if I wasn't
chosen for the honor. Hell, Bill Clinton was a Rhodes Scholar, so
the award couldn't always be an accurate judge of morality and
integrity. I was going to enjoy this hot<!l room, a break from the
newsroom in the middle of the week, the wmpuny of smart students and conveying my umbition and dreams to some big shol'i.

The next morning Twas still nervous, but it was controlled ami
not uncomfortable. Sky, Deanna and Clint were already in "the
waiting room" when I arrived ut 8:15. Everyone was too nervous '
to early on a conversation, so we all stared at Deanna's copy of
"The New York Times'' and pretended to read. Sky was plucked
out flfSt at 8:30, and she came back cheerful and chatty. Chris
however, returned from his interview clearly shaken.
"I feel like I just went through the fryer," he said despairingly.
and everyone knew the committee h:\d obviou~ly challenged his
bold, opinionated front and knocked the arrogance out of him.
My interview was ea~ier than I thought it would be. 'lbey a~ked
me questions about journalism, my future, "what ir ethical questions and if there was anything Thad wished they had asked me. l
realized that 25 minutes was not enough time to give people a picture of your life and what you want to do.
In hindsight, my biggest mistake was not making a strong
enough case of how English liter.uure would make! me more effective in society, as I incorrectly a<;sumed 1shouldn't be covering the
same material I had already told them in my essay. Still,l felt confident and satisfied. Even if I didn't win, I had handled myself
under pressure and actually enjoyed llllking with these people
about my life and profession.

The nailbiting wait for results
"You can all go to lunch together now," the committee boss told
us after all the interviews were finished at noon. "We'll have a
decision for you sometime between I and 2 o'clock."
So the young, well·dressed poso.e of intellectuab. traipsed oiT to
lunch where we were actually able to talk a bit more. Sky lived 60
miles from the nearest grocery store. Deanna had already won the
Marshall Scholarship and didn't think the state finalist accomplishment for the Rhodes was worth putting on a resume.
"Are you kidding?" I a<;ked incredulously. "I worked hard to get
h¢re- we all did. To be honest, I'm thrilled just to be here getting
this. experience and talking to all of you guys who are eerily just
like me in so many ways- sman. an1bitious. welbpoken and concerned with current issues."
They all gave me that "whatever'' look you give to the beauty
pageant finalist who says in response to her t1nal question that she
want.. world peace. I didn't care. I meant it. I was having fun .
While the other candidates claimed they were too nervous to eat.
I scarfed down a chicken brea-;t and vegetables. Buck in "the waiting room" while Chris paced and Deanna broke out in hives waiting for the committee to make their decision, I reclined in the
bank's expensive chair and pulled out a few copies of
"Newsweek." Nathan peered over my shoulder and asked if he
could see one.
"Would you prefer ' Bush's Dillion Dollar Mess' or 'How
Cheney Sold the War'?" I asked loudly.
Nathan chose Cheney, and Sky chose the other issue, wherein
Y!e was instantly captivated by un article highlighting how J;man,
achieving students from poor ru-eas-are con~tantly ignore<! by rep-utable colleges and their sCholarship opportunities. 1be ~idebar
celebrated a college in her hometown that gave every student a full
ride.
'This article is exactl,r correct," she said. "It's such an injustice.''
I beamed inside. Even here, the power of journalism had
touched someone near me and affected the way they thought. A
problem had tx.>cn identified. and it now had u greater chance of
being addressed.

Disappointed, but not heartbroken
Sky was in the middle of saying she wanted to find a copy
machine when the committee filed through the door. They
announced they had selected Sky and Jonathon to advance to districts.
It took a moment for everyone besides Sky and Jonathon to
come back to life. TI1c!n we shook hands, congrutulating everyone,
and said goodbye. Raymond Burse, the secretary of the Kentucky
committee, made an oftband comment about my job and this interview.
''Well, you can read my commentary about this whole exptrience in a few weeks," I said with a wink. The commiUt+ roared
with laughter.
Behind me, Sky was getting ready to go talk about her next
interview. I congratulated her and wished her the best. She was
channing. genuine. clearly in need of the award, and she deserved
the honor. I smiled when she tried to hand my "Ne\\<'SWeek" back.
"Just keep it,'' I said.
Although I tried to keep my upbeat attitude a.s 1 walked to my
car, I couldn't help feeling really disap(XlintcJ. I dido ' t want to tell
my supporters I had lost. I didn't even like admitting it to myself.
Yet the one thing that made me smile was the effect of good journalism on Sky that afternoon. Rhodes Scholmhip or not, Tknew
what I loved. and this experience had indirectly just reaffinned it.

Erin Richards is editor;, chiefof "17w Murray States News. "
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New, different customs deserve. appreciation
by jenny Thomas
Hola from south of the border!
I hope you all are havi ng a wonderful
semester. I for one am having the experience
of a lifetime. Since Sept. II, I have been
studying in Mexico. The only way to truly
do justice to my time here would be to write
a book, but for your sake I will only mention
the high points.
Nearly two and a half months ago I

.....

moved to a country where I'd never hcen
before to live with a family whom I'd never
met, and I couldn't possibly feel more ut
home.
I'm not going to lie to you. Studying
abroad is not just one big Vilt'ation. although
I did recently return from a four-day, threenight stay in the resort town of htapa right
on the Pacific coast. But in all seriousness,
the classes are real, the work is real, and
here in Mexico, the mosquitoes are huge!

There is a large amount of work and study
involvecl but the opponunities are incredible.
Recently I had the privilege to witness
firsthand one of Mexico's oldest nnd richest
tr.1ditions, El Dia de los Muerto~ (Day of the
Dead) celebration.
For a strong Southern Baptist girl from
Kentucky. this was at first a little different to
say the least, yet at the same time the opportunity was amazing. Sure, there ar~ muny
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beliefs n~sociatcd with this day that I don't
agree with, but l have a real appreciation for
this culture, und I'm developing a real love
for this country.
I am a firm believer in the importance of
broadening your horiL.ons and expanding
your knowledge by experiencing new cultures and meeting new people. Studying
abroad is the: ideal way to do this. and college is the perfect time.
Finally, hello to all my friends in Clark! I

can't wait to see you guys. And n huge
thank-you to my parent~ for being rny .'>UP·
port, my sister Sut.ie (who ic: just finishing
her first semester at Murray State) for
always heing my friend, Farouk llmar fur
being my encourager und sometimes miracle worker and 'to my lord for being my
provider and strength.
Jenny Thomas is a senior po/irical science
major from Carlisle.
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Dow Jones ·Industrial
achieves record highs

LOUISVILLE (AP) - A judge has dismissed one of the remaining sexualabuse lawsuits against the archdiocese of
Louisville, ruling that it was filed too
late.
Jefferson County Circuit judge
Stephen Ryan said Tonya Blatz Francis
filed the lawsuit May 14, surpassing the
time aUowed under Kentucky's statute
of limitations by a month.
The archdiocese has argued that the
legal window to file lawsuits extends
one year beyond April 2002, when the
first of more than 200 lawsuits was publicized.
"We would hope there would be consistency in future rulings of the same
statute," he said.
Francis' attorney, David Vish, said he
did not know whether he would appeal
the ruling.

Prison health officials discover
inmate's. unexpected gender
LOUlSVJLLE (AP) - A male drug
offender who concealed his gender for
months while incarcerated with women
will serve the rest of his sentence in the
state women's prison, a corrections official said Tuesday.
Billie Jo Hawks, who has Uved most of
his liie as a woman, spent eight months
in the women's section of the Meade
County jail for drug convictions.
Hawks was admitted to the Kentucky
Correctional Institution for Women in
Pewee VaUey on Oct. 22. Twelve days
after his arrival, at a physical examination, Hawks told a nurse that he was a
man. An exam confirmed his gender.
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Judge dismisses court case
filed against archdiocese
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Suspect seeks ability
to question terrorists

Protesters oppose
French peacekeepers

NEW YORK (AP) - The NasRICHMOND, Va. (AP)
daq composite index crossed Federal appeals court judges
2,000 for the first time in near- on Wednesday questioned
ly two years Wednesday, and whether Zacarias Moussaoui
the Dow Jones industrials can get a fair trial if the U.S.
approached the 10,000 level as government blocks him from
investors eagerly picked up questioning three al-Qaeda
stocks following a strong pro- figures he contends can p rove
ductivity report.
his innocence in the Sept. 11
Wednesday's gains fol- attacks.
lowed a Labor Department
The government argued in
report that U.S. productivity the 4th U.S. Circuit Court of
shot up at a 9.4 percent annual Appeals that Moussaoui canrate in the third quarter. It was not profit from the fact that
the best reading in 20 years the United States captured the
and better than economists' three ai·Qaeda members.
forecasts as well as the 8.1 perMoussaoui was charged in
cent rate initially estimated by December 2001 with particithe department a month ago.
pating in terrorist conspiracies.

ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast
(AP) - Screaming, "We wilJ
kill the French!" mobs of
angry protesters outside a
French
military
base
swelled into the thousands
Wednesday,
incrE.>asing
pressure on French peacekeepers to withdraw from a
cease-fire line holding government forces back from
rebels who control half the
country.
Thousands-strong
p rotests also took place in
Ivory Coast's rebel-held
north, where anti-government demonstrators vowed
support for the 4,000-strong
French force and demanded President Laurent Gbagbo resign.
Many fear the public
protests - which went
ahead despite a government ban - could be a prefflCe to renewed war in this
once-peaceful West African
nation, split in two since a
fai led coup attempt in September 2002.

Speeding congressman
collides with cyclist

Mom admits to faking
FLANDREAU, S.D. (AP) child's SAT test score

Rep. Bill Janklow was traveling 71 mph in a 55 mph zone
when he ran a stop sigt1 and
drove into the path of a
motorcyclist, a state trooper
testified Wednesday at the
congressman's manslaughter
trial.

Janklow, 64, a former South
Dakota governor and attorney
general, is charged with second-degree
manslaughter,
speeding, running a stop sign
and reckless driving in the
Aug. , 16 collision that killed
Scott, 55, of Hardwick, Minn.
Janklow has denied he was
speeding.

BROOMFIELD, Colo. (AP)
A woman who fa ked test
scores to pose her son as one
of the most gifted children in
the world has been· sentenced
to four days in jail for fraud.
Elizabeth Chapman, 31, was
convicted of second-degree
forgery Tuesday for providing
the Broomfield Department of
Human Services with bogus
IQ test results from when her
son justin was 3.
Chapman admitted fabricating most of her son's achievements, including a perfect
score of 800 on the math portion of the SAT.

AP Photo/Schalk van Zuydam)

A demonstrator (left) runs toward a French army base
while trying to throw a teargas canister back into the
base in Abidjan, Ivory Coast, on Tuesday. Pro-government mobs laid siege to the main French military base
in the Ivory Coast's commercial capital Monday,
demanding that French peacekeepers withdraw.
pull them out.
'1 lament the situation,
but the presence of Honduras in Iraq brings risks,"
he said concerning a mortar
attack earlier in the day that
caused no injuries to troops
based in Najaf, 80 kilometers (50 miles) south of
Baghdad.

Rogue Iraqis attack
Honduran soldiers

Canniball~m,

murder
consensual, says man

trial began Wednesday, but
said his victim had been
willing.
Armin Meiwes, a computer expert who lived in a
half-timbered
former
manor in the town of
Rotcnburg, allegedly found
his 43-year-old victim over
the Internet and killed him
after he traveled from
Berlin to meet Meiwes in
March 2001.

TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras (AP) - President
Ricardo Maduro said that
an attack on his country's
troops in Iraq on Wednesday would not cause him to

KASSEL, Germany (AP)
A 42-year-old German
accused of killing, dismembering and eating the flesh
of another man admitted
the charges as his murder

News in Brief is compiled by
Rob WIJitfield, wire editor.
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Access denied

Debate team wins competitions
by Karri Freeman

Decision forbids residents' side door entry
b y Adam L. Mathis
Online Editor
While the decision to prevent
students from opening all siqe
entrances to the residential colleges from the outside has irritated some residents, officials
say the change will increase
security for students.
Hart College Residence
Director Teresa Crum agreed
with the decision. Student
access to Hart's doors was limited after the Residential College Council voted on the issue
in October.
''Most of the residents, especially the females ... feel more
comfortable," Crum said.
While some males on the
lower floors complained about
the decision initially, Crum said
complaints have decreased. She
also said the resident advisers
have found it makes their jobs
easier and are able to see new
people.
"(RAs) are seeing more faces
while they work the desk that
they have not seen before," she
said.
Rachel Jones. a Springer Col-

lege RA, said locking the doors
will increase safety.
Ronnie Cole, junior from
Camden, Tenn., and resident of
Hart College, said he · thinks
securing the side doors does not
increase security since people
within Hart can stHI easily commit crimes.
Senior Corinne Radford, a
Springer College resident from
Madisonville, said she believes
securing the doors will increase
risks to students since those
who park away from the main
entrance at night will be forced
to walk longer distances.
"Parking is bad enough,'' she
said. "When you park in the
back, it is really inconvenient to
have to walk all the way
around."
Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs. said the
decision to secure side doors
will increase safety.
"We're continually looking
at safety issues," be said.
''There's no doubt that what
happened at Western caused us
to look at the situation again."
The incident at Western
Kentucky University involved

Melissa "Katie" Autry, who
was sodomized and set afire in
her dorm room last May.
According
to
www.
WKUherald.com, the incident
led to doors being locked at
W KU dormitories.
Robertson said leaving the
doors accessible to students
was a liability issue since students could allow unauthorized
individuals to enter the residential colleges, intentionally or
otherwise.
In addition to increased security, Robertson said officials
are looking into a new camera
system to watch the doors.
''This will prevent more
strang~rs from going in with
people," he said. ''There is a
balance between making things
safe ... but also not restricting
students un necessarily ."
David Wilson, interim director of Housing. said digital
cameras, which offer better pic·
ture quality, may replace the
video tape system currently in
place.
He said the replacement is
not defin ite because of the cost
of the system.

Co mrihming Writer
The Speech and Debate Team is the
second oldest club at Murray State.
In 1964, the Murrny State College
Speech and Debate Chapter was officially inducted into the National Honorary Debate and Speech Society.
Several years ago, the team won first
place nationally several times.
Crystal Coleman, director of the
team and state president of Speech and
Debate, said the team has downsized in
recent years.
"Nine years ago when I first came
here, we had an annual budget of
$10,000 or more, and within the last

four years it got cut down, and (now)
we absolutely have nothing," she said.
Today. the Speech and Debate Team
includes President Michael Homer.
senior from Maryland Heights, Mo.;
Vice President Jennifer Stafford, junior
from Benton: Justin Ramey. senior
from Eddyville: and Amber DuVentre,
sophomore from Jackson, Tenn.
Coleman said Dannie Harrison, dean
of the College of Business and Public
Affairs, Chairman Steve Cox. and the
Provost's Office loaned the team
money to compete twice this year.
At Owensboro and at Washington
University in St. Louis, Ramey placed
first in the persuasion category, defeating participants from Purdue and Notre
Dame.
Ramey's grandfather advised him to
join the team.
"(My grandfather) said he was on the
Speech and Debate Team when he
attended Murray years ago and recommended I join." Ramey said. "He said it
changed his life and through it he
gained knowledge necessary to a,rticulate and voice his opinions in a fluent
and coherent manner."
Homer was elected state president of
the Speech and Debate Team in 2002
and 2003 and is one of the top debaters
in the country. In St. Louis, he placed
fourth of 65, defeating all of Notre
Dame and Purdue's debaters.
Ramey and Homer are a parliamen-
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tary debate duo and placed second at
Owensboro. They took o;econd seed r:t
St. Louis and placed in the tinul roun I
Stafford and DuVentre placed fourth
in duo speaking. DuVentre re<.."eived the
top novice award in poetic s peaking fl)r
new competitors in Owensboro. Going
solo, Stafford and DuVentre bo th
placed in the top five in poetic spcakin r
in St. Louis.
''h makes you feel like you · v~
achieved something when representiJll?.
the University and going against tough
schools," DuVentre said.
As the state president. Coleman h.lS
the responsibility to hold a state de bate
championship at Murray State and satr.l
she will do her best to show the other
schools a classy event.
"In the spring, I host our annual tour
nament here at Murray State where
other schools around the nution come
because it's well-run. organrzed and
fun," Coleman said . "I am n coach \\o ho
likes to win, but I believe in the stu
dents enjoying not just the competiti vc
win, but also the personal relation:.hip.s .
diversity and scholarship that goes
along with the competition."
Coleman said she enjoys coach inr
her students.
Said Coleman : "Communicatio n
skills is the No. l (attribute) employees
want, and this is the club to enhance th~
skills and have more contidtmce "'hen
speaking in front of people."
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Organizations spread holiday cheer
by Elizabeth Cawein
Staff Writer
Throughout the fall semester,
Greek organizations have been raising money and collecting food to
help needy families this holiday season.
On Nov. 21 and 22, the sisters of
Alpha Sigma Alpha teeter-tottered
for 24 consecutive hours, all in the
name of charity.
The teeter-tottering marathon was
part of the sorority's annual philanthropy project with Toys for Tots,
said Lacey Porter, Alpha Sigma
Alpha philanthropic chair and junior
from Troy, 111.
With the money raised from the
marathon, as well a.c; funds from a
jail-and-bail in October and donations from local businesses, the sisters were able to purchase three
Christmas gifts for 40 needy children
in the Murray-Calloway County
area.
The gifts were presented to the
children by Santa Claus himself on
Wednesday evening during lhe
sorority's annual Toys for Tots
Christmas dinner, Porter said.

"We interact with the community.
We have a lot of fun, and the kids get
to enjoy a Christmas they otherwise
wouldn't have had," Porter said. ••Jt
really brings smiles to their faces."
• While the sisters of Alpha Sigma
Alpha were teetering for tots, other
campus organizations were getting
into the holiday spirit as well, lending helping hands to the less fortunate.
Lambda Chi Alpha held it'l annual
food drive during the first week of
November, collecting almost 19,000
pounds of food from conununity and
University donations for Needline.
The brothers will present a check
to the organization. The check is
largely comprised of funds raised
from the Watermelon Bust, which
was held earlier in the semester, said
Philanthropy Chair Walt Garrison, a
junior from Murray.
Garrison also said the drive is in
conjunction with Lambda Chi
Alpha' s national philanthropy, the
North American Food Drive.
"This is a very important project to
our guys because we understand the
importance of getting the less fortunate fed, especially as the severely

cold weather begins to set in," said
Lambda Chi President Chris Jung,
senior from Louisville.
Members of the Interfraternity
Council are helping the United Way
light up Murray-Calloway County
Park for the Festival of Lights from
now through Dec. 27. Festival-goers
can view the holiday lights as well as
make food and cash donations.
IFC President Sean Mi1ler said it is
important for the IFC to serve the
community.
"Most of the time when you hear
about the IFC and things we've done.
it's bad," Miller, senior from Benton,
said. "We want people to know we
do a lot of philanthropy. This is a
way of showing the community that
we really want to put something back
into it."
Jung echoed Miller's sentiments.
"During a time when the public,
media and the society as a whole
continue to negatively stereotype
Greek organizations, this project
silences the critics ... and shows the
brute strength a fraternity can provide for a wonderfuJ cause," Jung
said.
The brothers of Phi Beta Sigma

University Police: Safety tip of the week

Holiday season increases
drunk driving accidents

and the sisters of Zeta Phi Beta
brought Thanksgiving dinner to a
needy Murray family and in the coming weeks will provide Christmas for
another.
"For Thanksgiving. we get a
turkey, side dishes, desserts, a full
Thanksgiving dinner.'' said Takeisha
Thompson, programming chair. ''For
Christmas, we buy toys and provide
a meal. We try to get everything on
their wish lists plus a few other
items."
The two organizations typically go
through Needline to connect with the
needy families they will adopt,
Thompson, senior from Louisville,
said. The annual philanthropy has
been taking place since 7...eta Phi Beta
came onto campus in 2000.
Money is raised throughout the
year through parties, rebate nights at
Captain D'sB. bake sales and coupon
book sales.
"Our sorority is based on community service," Thompson said. "We
were established to make a difference in the community. We had good
childhoods and good Christmases
growing up, and we want to give that
to someone else."

Staff Report
The holiday season and
drunk driving seem to go
together, said Public Safety
Capulin Larry Nixon.
Nixon suggested everyone
usc good judgement and act
responsibly to prevent accidents and keep dr~vers and
pedestrians sate on the high·
ways.
"It is up to everyone to curb
the drinking driver," he said.
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Nixon said those who see a
drunk driver should can the
police and, if all else fails, take
their keys to prevent immediate harm to others.
"The Murray State University Public Safety Department
takes drunk driving very seriously and works hand-in-hand
with (Mothers Against Drunk
Drivers) and other law
enforcement agencies to combat the national problem,"
Nixon said.
Next week Public Safety
officers will conduct safety
checkpoints and distribute red
ribbons to be placed on automobile antennas.
• Alcohol-related crashes cost
the public about $1 14.3 billion
annually.
• Last year between Thanksgiving and New Year•s Eve,
1,561 people were killed in
alcohol·related crashes across
the country.
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This \Veek
•Last Day of'Classes
Last day of regular
class meetings for students.
•MIFA Movie Showing - Extended Edition of "The Lord of
tho Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring,"
6 p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Admission is
free.
•MSU
Chamber
Singers - "Madrigal
Dinner," 6:30 p.m.,
Ordway Hall. Admission is $25 per person.
•Art
Exhibition
MSU Senior Art
Exhibition, 6 to 8
p.m., Clara M. Eagle
Art Gallery.

•Saturday
•Finals Begin
Finals begin for students and last through
Dec. 12. Exam schedule available online
and in schedule of
classes.
•MIFA Movie Show·
ing - Extended Edition of ''The Lord of •
the Rings: The Two
Towers," 6 p.m .• Curcis Center Theater.
Admission is free.
•MSU
Chamber
Singers - "Madrigal
Dinner," 6:30 p.m.,
Ordway
Hall.
Admission is $25 per
person.

•Sunday

(Above) Morgan Carlisle, special student from
SprlngviUe, Tenn., and Lori Upton, freshman from
Franklin, Tenn., pause during rehearsal Toesday night
(Right) Alissa Volp,junior from Murray, and Melissa Sullivan, senior from Boaz, perform a piece from "Works in
Progress" using hoops to accentuate their movements.

•

OVln

• Recital
String
Preparatory
Program recital, 2
p.m., Performing Arts
Hall. Phone Nancy
Steffa at 762-6454 for
more infonnation.

•Monday
•Final Exam Week
Schedule available
online or in class
schedule.
•University Christian Student Center
Devotional, 6:30 to 8
p.m., Elizabeth College.

•WKMS
Special
Programs - "Company for the Holidays:
lost in the Night:
Welcoming Advent"
featuring the National
lutheran Choir, I I
a.m.

•Tuesday
eGED Test -

7:45

a.m., Ordway Hall,
phone Counseling and
Testing Center at 7626851 to register.
•CAB - The Campus
Activities Board will
meet at 4:30 p.m. in
the Curris Center
Ohio Room.
• WKMS
Special
Programs - "Company for the Holidays:
Welcome Christmas!
2003,"
featuring
Phillip Brunelle and
Vocal Essence, I I
a.m.

•

ffiUSlC
Dance company debuts 'Works in Progress'
by Phillip Dishon
Contributing Writer
Rhythm and movement livened the Curris
Center ballroom Wednesday as the department of theatre and dance presented its first
dance concert.
The informal concert, titled "Works in
Progress," consisted of seven dance pieces
directed and choreographed by members of
the University community and performed by
members of the Murray State dance company.
Senior Michelle Meyer. dance minor from
Centralia. Ill., was one of three students who
directed and choreographed a piece for the
concert as an independent study project.
"(The hardest part was) getting an initial
idea and (forming) it into movement," she
snid.

Meyer said it was difficult to express the
exact concept behind her piece, ·'Burden,"
but that the audience should have no trouble
understanding its general feeling.
The musical choices made by the artistic
directors reflect a wide ;ange of sound and
style, providing an even greater challenge
for the dancers.
''It looks easy, but it is difficult to choreograph (a dance)," said Shirley Johnson.
Murray State dance company manager. ''It's
not as easy as it looks."
The performances reflected the combined
efforts of the department and the dance company.
"They started rehearsing the first week of
the semester," Johnson said. "(This is a) culmination of the full semester of the work
they've done.''
Johnson said the concert is important

because it gives the dancers a venue in which
to perform.
..This is a lot of work to do in such a short
time:· said Ivan Pulinkala, associate professor of theatre and dance. "I get along well
with them. J see (the dancers) literally every
single day."
Pulinkala served as the artistic director and
choreographer for three of the pieces in the
concert, including "Inside My Twisted
Mind" and "Untitled."
The group will travel to local high schools
next semester to perform its pieces with the
hope of educating young people on the art of
dance.
''1 think dance is really important for the
development of an individual," Pulinkala
said, expressing the importance of dance in
teaching people to be comfortable with who
they are.

PROFESSOR HOBO. THIS

BUT WITH ONLY ONE

IS THEIR LAST STRIP.
WE'RE ABOVT TO BE
AU. BY OUR LONESOMES.

S1lUP, IT WON'T BE

Pulinkala said it is necessary to expose
young minds to the performing arts.
Later next year. the group will travel to
Atlanta to compete in the American College
Dance Festival. Several of the concert pieces
will be performed in the national competition .
"I think they are coming along beautifully," Meyer said. "They are very developed.
As a company, we've gotten a lot stronger
compared to years past."
Pamela Judd, concert stage manager and
senior from Salida, Colo., also expressed
confidence and pride in the company's
progress.
" I love working with the dance company,"
Judd said. "They are so patient and so pre- '
cise.
"They do better every day," she added. "It
will be perfection by April."

A COMIC SECTION

rru.

ANYMORE~
JUST
BE A COMIC STRIP.

CAN WE 00?

•Wednesday
eGED Test - GED
Test. 7:45 a.m., Ordway Hall. Phone
Counseling and Testing Center at 7626851 to register.
•WKMS
Special
Programs - "Company for the Holidays: A Vermont
Christmas," featuring
Counterpoint
and
Robert De Cormier,
11 a.m.

PROFESSOR HOBO
BID FAREWEU., THOUGHTFUL
TEACHER AND CAllOUS CAT.
YOU CAN'T STAY HERE,
AND YOU CAN'T 60 BACJC.

SO, TRAVB. ON WHERE
THE RAIL UNE LEADS.
CONSIDER YOUR BLESSIN6S,
AND WHAT YOU LEAVE.

KEEP AN EYE TO THE STARS,
AND WWNGNESS TO DREAM,
AROUND THAT BEND UE
UFE'S NEVER ENDING SCHEMES.

;

• WKMS
Special
Programs- "Company for the Holidays: A
Candlelight Christmas," featuring the
Heinz Chapel Choir,
11 a.m.

-=-

College Life
This \\Teek
...In the Zone"
Brirney Spe ars
2. "Beg for Mercy"
G Unit

3. "Bllnk-182"
Blink-L82

4. "'!'he Black Album"
Jay-Z
5· "Let It Be •.• Naked"
Til~: Bcatles

Movies
1 'fbe Cat in (he Hat
St.•rring Mike Myers
2. The Haunted Mansion
Starring Eddie Murphy
3. Elf
Starri ng Will Ferrell
4. Gothika
Starring llalle Berry
Master and Commander: The Far Side of the
World
Smning Russel Crowe

s.

'Pet Sounds' tops list of five best albums
by Justin Bontrager

"Ar1geb & Demons"

Web site
www.half.com
Need a cheap ChrL-;tmas present? This Web site has good
items at a great price, including books, music, movies,
computers, software, video
ga111es and electronics. The
prices range from reasonable
10 dirl cheap. Allow time for.
ddi\'ery ht.:fo rc Christmas.

2. Devo: "New Traditionalists"

mentioned Stipe got hold of it and "borrowed" aspects of its sounds.
''Third/Sister Lovers" is as beautiful as it
is ludicrous. Haunting ballads like "Holocaust" and "Kanga-Roo" are some of mod·
em rock's finest mementos and are destined
to. be used in future Volkswagen commercials.

Music Heviewer
Creating an all-time top five list is a cumbersome exercise.
First. it's necessary to define the framework of the list. For example, are there
recordings you'd wish to preserve for a
future race in the eventuality of a nuclear
holocaust? Albums you'd like to have on
hand shoulc.J you encounter beings from
another world whilst traveling on an inter·
galactiC mission as earth's ambassador?
Recorc.J) you believe best represent the latter
half of the 20th century in terms of quality,
cultural impact and influence? The cliched
"stranded on an unchaned island in the
South Pacific" scenario? Or merely an
inventory of your personal favorites? This
list is comprised using a little of each.
Disclaimer: This list does not include jazz,
blues, country, rap, the Beatles, the RoUing
Stones or Elvis Presley. each of which
deserve their own top five lists.

1. The Beach Boys: ''Pet Sounds"

• ooks
1. Dan Brown
"TI1e Da Vinci Code"
2. james Patterson
''The Big Bad WolP'
3. Mitch Alborn
"1he Five People You 1\llect
in Heaven"
.,
4. Arthur Agatston
"The South Bc~ch Diet"
5. Dan Brown
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The first record I thought of when I sat
down to compose this list was "Pet Sounds."
It ranks as the best, the most important and
the most influential rock record of all time.
Paul McCartney won't shut up about how it
was his inspiration for writing "Sgt. Pep·
per's" - which counts as the only strike
against it.
Brian Wilson claims it was his intention
with "Pet Sounds" to make the listener ''feel
lovc::d." Whatever. There are no songs about
surfing on this album. Instead, Wilson tackled topics such as alienation, lost love. the
pressure of living up to social/family/peer
expectations and trying to make sense of
himself in the lnidst of it (with the aid of lots
of psychedehc drugs). "Pet Sounds" also set
a precedent for studio experimentation, confessional lyrics and established "albums" as
a viable -art form. Any alien civilization that
doesn't embrace "Pet Sounds" should be
nuked.

S. ''The Velvet Underground & Nico"

How five skinny art school sociopaths
who dressed identically and wore upsidedown IJower pots (or "Energy Domes") on
their heads infiltrated American pop culture
in the late '70s and early '80s perplexes me.
Why Warner Brothers Records allowed
Devo to follow up "Freedom of Choice" (its
most successful album) with a record that
promoted violent geek uprisings against
jocks and rednecks and treated the topic of
love half cynically and half with detached
lust perplexes me even more.
What confuses me the most. however, is
how Devo can allow its legacy to be relegated to a mere novelty. act by the same people
they purported to hate, those who have
"Whip lt" in heavy rotation at their stupid
'8C)s parties.
At the same time as Devo appeared to
revile consumerism, it also seemed to
embrace it. "New Traditionalists" came with
a catalog marketing plastic pompadours,
"Action Vests," sleeveless turtlenecks and
an easy-listening cassette (containing Muzak
versions of their songs) and, of course.
"Energy Domes." It's difficult to discern
whether Devo empathized and fell solidarity
with its audience or whether its endeavors
were merely an extension of a mean-spirited
private joke.
The music on ''New Traditionalists" is
monotonous. insipid and lacks warmth or
human emotion - sort of like America (then
and now). In 1981, Devo was at the height of
its popularity and used that circumstance to
its advantage, making a coup attempt that
either no one caught on to or no one could
take seriously. By 1983, its preponderant fan
base consisted mostly of 12- or 13-year-olds.
1 was one of them.

3. Patti Smith: "Horses,.
The '70s CBGB's scene was probably the
last documented time in history when punic
rockers (or rockers of any denomination)
knew who Rimbaud was. Along with

Richard Hell, Tom Verlaine and David
Byrne, Patti Smith spearheaded an underground movement that encompassed the
sacred, the profane, the eloquent and the vulgar, which Malcolm McClaren would eventually come to exploit with the Sex Pistols.
You can't blame Patti Smith for that. You
can blame her (sort ot) for every faux
"strong woman" act that's emerged in the
last decade and for the Lilith Fair (in which
she did not participate} - but it's not her
fault. Instead, thank her for Chrissie Hynde,
Debbie Harry, Lydia Lunch and Michael
Stipe.

4. Big Star: "Third/Sister Lovers"

If you really must thank someone for
Michael Stipe, however, thank Big Star.
When the members of R.E.M. were still
infants (or at least taking advanced-placement classes in high school). Big Star was
crafting Kinks-meets-west power pop that
sold literally hundreds of records. "Third,"
aka "Sister Lovers," was Big Star's last of
three records. It was almost as if it was intentionally trying to sabotage any hope for
mainstream success. creating a pop cacophony by using basketballs for snare drums,
unconducted orchestral arrangements and
sparse song strUctures that sound as if they
could collapse at any second. Though its
effort went unnoticed by the John Denver
and Electric Light Orchestra-laden '70s taste
contingent, somehow people like Paul West·
erberg from the Replacements and the afore-

One band on this list whose songs probably never will be used in Volkswagen commercials is the Velvet Underground. The
band inherited an 11 lncense and Peppermints" 1960s and counteracted it with songs
about sadoma!;ochism (via Leopold von
Sacher Masoch's "Venus in Furs") and heroin abuse (via Lou Reed}. The Velvet Underground also predated punk (and were a
major catalyst for it) and inspired people to
pick up their guitars (whether or not they
could play them with any aptitude) and start
bands (whether or not they were commer·
cially viable).
Andy Warhol, the album's producer, saw
fit to contribute to an already artistically
tense atmosphere between then-equal collab·
orators Lou Reed and John Cale by introducing Euro-trash prima donna Nico into the
mix.
The result was a record that somehow
managed to sound inspired and indifferent at
the same time, crafting layers of new·classical dissonance (Cale). monotone vocals
(Reed) and, on a few songs, broken-English
interpretations of Reed's lyrics by Nico
which are elegantly droll.
"The Velvet Underground & Nico" is one
big mess that's been emulated countless
times and never equaled - not even by the
Velvets .

The top five best album list is actually part
of a top 10 list. To find out the otlzn albums
that rounded out the list, lo.'l on to www.
thenews.org to see the list in its entirety.

Album covers courtesy o[Amazon.com.

Dec. 8, 9, 10, a 11 • 8 a~m. • 7 p.m.
Dec. 12 • 8 a.m. - B p.m., Dec. 13 • 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Dec. 15, 18, 17, 18, a 19 • 8 a.m. ·4:30p.m.
Bring them Back!
Whether used on this campus or not .
We buy all titles having resale market value.
University Bookstore • 2nd Floor • Curris Center
762-4388 or ·1-800-749-8580

Spring 2004 Pre-Packaged Textbook Service
A ll we need is your prepackage textbook order form and you r
books can be pre-packaged and ready for pickup on Jan 9!
<www.murraystate .edu> then simply click

College Life
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Hart College resident redecorates for the holidays
by Jonathan Meador
Staff Wrilcr

which lurk in various places in her room. These
aren't just any frogs, though. They're frogs
emblematic of the holiday spirit.
"She loves anything to do with frogs," senior
Becky Fatheree. from Iuka. Ill., said. "Particularly Christmas frogs."

giving gifts to people and watching their faces."
Hicks' room may be a testament to whether
she's been naughty or nice this year, serving either
as a glowing example of good behavior or as
repentance for a year of devilry.
"I've been nice," she said. "I'm a resident adviser, so I like to think that I'm helpful to people on
an everyday basis. The majority of the time I'm
nice ... though I have my moments."
Because of her good behavior, she's expecting
Santa to deliver ··sex in the City" DVDs. various
articles of clothing and money for books next
semester.
And so. on the night before Christmas, you will
not hear a creature stirring- not even a mouse- in
the room of Megan Hicks, unless it's her electron·
ic, singing Winnie the Pooh Christmas display.

Santa's workshop may be located in the North
Pole. but Megan Hicks decided to create her own
winter wonderland at Murr.ty State.
Hicks, Senim from Overland. Mo., has decorated her room according to the principles of "fung'' Christmas decorasleigh" for the Christmas season. complete with a
tions were a big thing
tree. stockings, u cardboard fireplace and more, all
within her room on the sixth floor of Hart College.
growing up in my
The only thing missing is nn army of elves.
house. It was a two"Christmas decorations were a big thing growday
process, and my
ing up in my house,'' Hicks said. "It was a two-day
process, and my mother and I would decorate the
mother and I would
whole house.
decorate the whole
··we always had a real tree," she added.
house. ''
The effort in bringing the~e cherished pieces of
Christmases past to her room wasn't as arduous as
one might think. In fact, it rook Hicks less time to
Megan Hicks
decor•.tte the room than it takes to build a good
Senior, Overland, Mo.
snowman.
"The hardcltt part was drawing the fireplace,"
Fatheree commented on her friend's jovial
she said. "But in all, it I only spent about an hour
nature.
and a half on I he room itself.''
"She's nice all the time," Fatheree said. ''But
Hicks even has a snowman - sort of.
"I've got these snowmen made of mittens," she during the holidays she has a lot of extra spirit."
And holiday spirit is something important to
photos by Paul Baker/The News said. "They're called 'smittens: They're
•Hicks this time of the year.
adorable."
Hicks
and
her
boyfriend
plan
on
marryMegan Hicks, senior from Overland, Mo., decorated her
"h's what I love most about Christmas," she
ing, and the smitten)) were an early wedding gift
Hart CoUege room ~ith festive frogs, a cardboard fire- . from her mother.
said. "It's the spirit of the people. They tend to be
place and a singing Winnie the Pooh Chri~tmas display.
Most interesting is Hicks' penchant for frogs. much nicer than usuaL [ Jove the decorations and

CLUES ACROSS
1. Ascribe a quality to
5. Receipt, abbr.
9. A step (as in a
process)
14. Capital of Western
Samoa
15. Hail (nautical)
16. Mythological keeper
of winds (Greek)
17. A "square" student
18. Sudden intake of
breath
19. Allman brother
20. Marx Brothers movie
23. Prejudice
24. Chameleon genus
25. Framework
28. Illegal anise liqueur
33. Teen-_
34. Ben _. US painter
35. Moray, for one
36. Shuttlecocks (slang)
38. Having more than
three an.gles and sides
40. _ Lilly, drug compa-

ny
41. City in Greenland
43. A short syllable
(poetry)
44. Mediated
46. Hurts (slang)
48. Household god
(Latin)
49. Expression of sorrow
or pity
50. Cozy winter wear
57. Plait
58. Novo seaport
59. Express relief
60. Chili con
61. More frigid
62. No seats available
(abbr.)
63. Fought (slang)
64. Common winter ailments
65. Military interjection
used to mark cadence

'

.

'-'

CLUES DOWN
1. Town in Galilee

2.1mitated
3. Monetary unit of Italy
4. Mrs. LBJ (nickname)
5. Rabble (slang)
6. Shoots the breeze
(slang)
7. Luxurious
8. Kind
9. Tranquilizing
10. Brilliantly colored
bird
11. Wings (archaic}
12. Firearms
13. Compass pt.
21. Own (Scottish)
22. Covered with rushes
25. Pole (Scottish)
26. Nimble
27. Typographical
attribute
28. Near or close to the
wind (nautical)
29. A large bundle
bound for storage or
transport
30. Placido Domingo
31. Core

32. Greece (Greek)
34. Spew (alt. spelling)
37. Cut off
39. Cow's stomach
42. A wading bird
(archaic)
45. _May, actress
46. Intended
47. Big leagues (slang)
49. Foolish month
50. Wife (German)

Hicks used these 'smittens' - snowmen
made from mittens - to decorate her
residential coUege room for Christmas.

51. Songbird
52. Impressive in size or
scope
53. Crazy (Spanish)
54. Crush
55. Swiss river
56. Visiting stores to
browse or make a purchase.
57. Binary Coded Decimal (abbr.)

Last week's solution
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Racers still flawless
by Nathan Clinkenbeard
As:;istant Sports Editor
The men's basketball posters and
schedules use the phrase "Catch Us if
You Can," and after five games.
opposing teams have yet to catch the
Murray State Racers.
The men destroyed the University
of Southern Mississippi 94-54 Saturday night at the Regional Special
Events Center.
The Racers then traveled to Fort
Worth, Texas, and defeated the Texas
Christian University Homed Frogs 73·
67 on Wednesday night.
Facing the first of two Conference
USA teams, the Racers (5-0) made
quick work of the visiting Golden
Eagles. shooting 61.7 percent (37-of60) for the game.
The Murray St7ne defense was just
as strong as its offense. holding the
Golden Eagles to just 37. I percent
(23-of·62) shooting for the game.
Leading the Racer charge wa...;
senior forward Antione Whelchel,
who scored a season-high 16 points to
go along with eight rebounds.
Whelchel shot 6-of-9 from the tield,
including 2-of-4 from the three-point
line.
Senior guard Rick Jones also tallied
a season-high 16 points in the contest.
burying 4-of-6 from behind the arc.
The Racer team never trailed as it
battled Southern Miss during the first
half. A layup by redshirt freshman
Shawn Witherspoon along with threes
by Jones and Witherspoon capped a
spurt by the home squad that Southern
Miss could not match. Eventually, the
men pushe.d the lead to 13 to ..:nd the
first half 36-23.
In the second half. the Racer team
caught tire. and Southern Miss could
do nothing to douse the flam~. The
men shot 69.7 percent (23-of-33) from
the field and outscoreJ the Golden
Eagles 58-3 1 in the second h<tlfalone.
A big key to the onslaught was out·
rebounding Southern Miss 38-30
despite the Golden Eagles' size ad van-

Laura Weiter!The News

Fans at the Regional Special Events Center cheer on tbe basketbaH team and Head Coach Mick Cronin during last week's game.
tage. Racer Head Coach Mick Cronin
said be wa'i ecstatic with his team's
rebounding and knew that would be a
major factor deciding who won or lost
the game.
"If you told me before the game that
we'd out-rebound Southern Miss by
eight, I would have told you right then
that we'd win the game," Cronin said.
"You can have a great game plan, and
you can be completely prepared, but if
you don't rebound, everything else is
thrown out the window. (USM)
missed 39 shots and only got 13 offensive rebounds, and that's monumentaJ
for us because of their size."
MSU ended the game with a 31-8
run in the closing 7:38 of the game as
Witherspoon put the exclamation
point on the final run with a slam
dunk.
Senior forward Cuth bert Victor
scored 14 points anti grabbed eight
rebounds in the victory. Victor also
was named the Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Week for his games
against
West
Florida.
SIU
Edwardsville and Southern Miss.
Junior forward Kelvin Brown added
14 points and seven rebounds. while
junior guard Adam Chilec; registered
his first double-double of the season,
knocking in 13 points and a careerhigh 1J assists.
Brown also was named Ohio Valley

Conference Newcomer of the Week.
Witherspoon had a career day himself, scoring a career-high 12 poinL'i
and grabbing seven rebounds.
Whelchel said his teammates are in
it to win and do not care who scores
the most or plays well individually.
"Our team has worked extremely
hard to get in 11hape because we want
to beat teams by doing what we did
today," Whelchel said. "Nobody on
our reams cares who is scoring the
points. We just want to win, an9. beating a Conference USA team is important to us."
In iL" first road game of the season,
the Racer team was cooled off by the
Homed Frogs' 44 percent shooting
(25-of-57) from the field.
Again. rebountling and defense wa.c;
key for the Rncers as the players held
TCU under 50 percent shooting for the
game. The Racers out-rebounded the
Homed Frogs 40-3 1 for the contest.
Brown led the Racers in scoring
with 22 points on 9-of-17 shooting. He
also managed to pull down seven
rebounds.
Victor again tallied a double-double
with 17 points (7-of-9) and a game·
high 13 rebounds.
In Murray State's next matchup, the
Racer team will face Western Kentucky University at 2 p.m. Sunday in
Bowling Green.

laura Wcitcr/The New~

Junior forward Kelvin Brown goes up for a slam dunk in MSU's matchup last week against
the University of West Florida. Murray State won the game by a decisive 26-point margin, 9468. The Racers have not lost a game this year and continue to dominate the competition.

Greek teams take 2003 intramuraJ championships
~

Cold weather, hot plays mark
Lambda Chi, Alpha Gam victories
by Nathan Clinkenbea rd
Assistant Sports Editor
Braving 'the frozen intramural fields.
Lambda Chi Alph~ and Alpha Gamma
Delta capped off an excellent season and
tasted victory in the championship games
of the 2003 intramural flag-football season
Monday night.
The season ended with a tournament for
all teams with records at .500 or better,
including fraternity. sorority, residential
college and independent teams. Teams
with better overall records had the luxury
of bye rounds in which they were automatically advanced to further rounds.
The first matchup of the night pitted the
Alpha Gam squad against the independent
squad Chex Mix. Chex Mix had to go
through a gauntlet of teams on its way to
the championship game ns it faced the
Sigma Sigma Sigma. Alpha Omicron Pi

and Springer College teams.
The Alpha Gams, on the other hand,
only had to face two teams to get to the
championship game. The team received a
bye in the first round and then beat White
and Hester colleges to set up the game
against Chex Mix.
Tbe competition was tight the entire
first half as both teams managed to put
points on the board. Chex Mix plowed the
ball twice into the end zone, while the
Alpha Gams scored once without a conversion. Chex Mix led 13-6 at halftime.
The second half was a different story as
the Alpha Gam offense buckled down with
plays that could not be stopped.
The team came back with 19 points in
the second half. and the defense held C hex
Mix to only six points to win 25-19. For
the second consecutive year, the Alpha
Gams are flag-football champions.
Alpha Gam team member Chelsea

T hompson was very excited about her
squad's victory. and she cwnmended the
team for playing tough and fighting when
one of its key players went down with an
injury.
" It was awesome. Chex Mix is a really
good team, and we knew we would have to
play well." Thompson .said. "Sara Swiney
got hurt for most of the game. and we had
to play a bunch of different positions, but
everyone did a great job and stepped it

up."

Following the women's game, the men
rook the field as the Lambda Chis faced
off against the Alpha Sigma Epsilon team.
The Lambda Chis only had to face Richmond College and Hypnotiq to get to the
championship, while the Alpha Sigma
Epsilons had to go through SPOHCUF:
the Sig Eps. Mass Havok hnd Hester College.
The Lambda Chis dominated the first
half, and its offense and defense proved
too much for the Alpha Sigma Epsilons.
The Lambda Chi team scored 19 points in
the first half, while the defense pitched a
shutout.
Alpha Sigma Epsilon must have made

Paul Baker/The News

Senior Travis Humkey, from Versailles, plays in Monday night's game.

halftime adjustments because in the second half they scored 18 unanswered
points, leaving the score 19·18.
With about eight minutes lefl in the
game Alpha Sigma Epsilon hall the hall
again, but could not get u score to put the
team over the top.
The 18 points would be all Alpha Sigma
Epsilon could score as the Lambda Chis
put nine more on the hoard and won 2818.
Watching the game, l.ambdu Chi broth·
cr Brandon Quinlan said he went crazy as
the tinal whistle was blown. Quinlan had
faith in his team the entire game.
"Our team is amazing. At no point in the
season did they come across an opponent
who even came close to their belt line,"
Quinlan said. "Every game was just one
step closer to New Orleans, whereas
opposed to champs in the past. they will at
least make it to the games where they can
be challenged by the likes nf Florid.State's track team and Grambling's dancing band."
The two games c~dcd the flag football
season, but intramural basketball kicks off
next semester.

Duck season less about birds, more about buddies
I didn't hunt any turkeys over Thanksgiving break, mainly because the only
legal way to harvest one this time of year
is with a bow and arrow.
Since turkeys have a vital section about
the size of a lemon. they are tough to
anchor with an arrow.
The second fall shotgun season opens
this Saturday, but I've already filled my
fall shotgun tag, so the turkeys are safe
from me until spring.
Duck.o; were a different story. My buddies and I did OK with the ducks last
week, considering that few of them have
started migrating from Canada, and we
aren't the best at calling or shooting.
On Thanksgiving morning. I stood with
my good hunting buddies Matt and Jay in
the pouring rain and in chest-deep water.
waiting for legal shooting light. We could

Men's Basketball Standings
Murray State
Tennessee Tech
jacksonville State
SEMO
Austin Peay
Morehead State
Samford
Tennessee State
Tennessee Martin
Eastern Kentucky
Eastern Illinois

--~~·~

con

oVerall
5-0

3·1
3·2
3·3

2-2
2·2
1-2
1·2

2·4
1·3

0·3

hear a serenade of wood ducks and mallards whistling and quacking in the flooded timber around us, and every now and
then we heard the hiss of a duck's wings
flying overhead.
Daylight finally broke. and the ducks
began to pour into our decoys. We fired
more times than we would have liked at
the first bunch of wood ducks, as only one
big drake splashed down into the water.
Matt and I, duck-hunting veteran~. looked
at each other as we realized we'd both
been aiming at the duck that fell. Jay
laughed and reloaued as no ducks fell on
his Ride.
Shortly afterward, another group of
ducks, black ducks this time. banked into
our decoys. Again, Matt and I shot at the
same bird. bringing him down with a loud
splash. As I retrieved him. Jay redeemed

Men's Basketball Schedule

Women's Basketball Standings
Overall

ovc

Dec. 6

0-0
0-0
0·0
0..()

Austin Peay at Alabama, 4 p.m
TX A&M Corp Chri. at Morehead State, 6 p.m.
Centre College at Ea:.tem Kenh.lcky, 6:30p.m.
Middle Tenn. State at Tennessee Tech, 7 p.m.
Indiana State at Eastern Illinois, 7:05p.m.
Tenn. Martin at Miss. Valley State, 7:30p.m.
UMKC at SE Missouri State, 7:30 p.m.

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

•••=•=••<•<•m

himself with a spectac,Jiar shot on a hooded merganser that tried to sneak in behind
him. A few moments Iuter. Matt aml I d<m·
bled on yet another duck, this lime a large
green·heuded mallard.
The shooting eventually slowed, but it
was one of the better days of duck hunting
I've had. Being nhle to share it with two
fine hunting buddies made it all the better.
We laughed, ribbed each other about our
less-than-perfect shooting. sipped hot coffee and wlked ubout previous hunts. By
next year, we'll be talking about this hunt.
Al'guing over who actually killed the
ducks was u little beside the point.
"The ducks are in the bag now, and
that's all that mauers." Matt said. I agreed
with him nnd added that once they are on
the grill, we won't be able to tell the dif·
ference in them anyway.

Dec. 7

Murray State at Western Kentucky. 2 p.m.

cc

Samtord
Tmnesst>e Martin
jacksonville State
Austin Peay
SE:vtO
Ea&tem Kcnh.lcky
Murray State
Eastern Illinois
Morehead State
Tenm~sscc Tech
Tennessee State

3·2
2·2
2·2
2·3
2·3
2·3

ovc
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

0·0
0·0

2-3

o-o

1-2
1-2

0·0
0·0
0-0
0-0

1-3
0-~

The point of the hunt wasn't to kill
ducks. although that sure did lllake it nice.
The point was to have fun, <1nd none of us
will deny that we were successful in thnt
respect.
The duck season io; still young and continues until the middle of January. Already
we're making plans for our next outing.
which could be as soon as thi" weekend,
depending on how our finals schedules are
looking. If not. Christmas Hreak is soon.
and it is the ideal time to chase ducks.
Many birds are out this year, and we still
have several migrator" to lo(lk forward to
throughout the season.
I wish all of you who rise from a warm
hed only to w:tde intn the cold water in th~
dark a safe and successful season. Hopefully. you have some good hunting buddies to share it with.

Women's Basketball Schedule
Dec.S
Baylor at Eastern K<'nh.lcky, 5 p.m.
Morehead State at Mar~h.1ll, 6 p.m.
Tcnnesl>ec State at New Mt')(ico, 9 p.m.
Dec. 6
jacksonville State at Birmingham, 2 p.m.
Mt•mphis at TennesSt.>c Martin, 5 p m.
So. Arkansas at SE Missouri St., 5:30 p.m.
Arbnsas-LR at Murray State, 7 p.m.
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Racers crush Arkansas-PB
by j oel Roberts
Contributing Writer
After a slow start in its matchup Saturday afternoon against Arkansas-Pine Bluff,
the Murray State women's basketball team
took control to blast the Golden l.ions 8253 at the Regional Special Events Center.
Leading the way for the Racers (2-2)
was sophomore center Lori Trumblee. who
scored a game-high 19 points and grabbed
a career-high 15 rebounds. Junior guard
Rebecca Remington also put in 19 points
and had season-high seven boards.
MSU trailed only once, early in the
game, but was able to fuel a 13-2 run midway through the first half and amass a 2110 lead after senior guard Stacy Holmes hit
a jumper with 6:09 left in the first period.
The Racers' largest lead of the first half
was 12 points after Trumblee hit a jumper
with I :02 left, putting Murray State ahead
29-17.
The second half started with baskets by
both teams before the Racers went on a 122 run, capped by two free throws by Remington to put MSU ahead 51-29 with 13:42
left in regulation.
Eventually, the Racers went up 30 with
I: 14 left after freshman guard Gerraca
Matthews hit a jumper and put the te.am
ahead 82-52.
Head Coach Jo.i Williams has been
working with her team in practice on their
scoring defense and said she was very
pleased with the progress made defense.
"We really want to work hard on our
scoring defense," Williams said. "We
want to contest the shots, and I think every
shot (UAPB) had was contested."
On Monday the Racers traveled to
Jonesboro, Ark., to take on Arkansas State.
Senior guard Megan Fuqua scored a
career-high 23 points. and the Racers
played a strong game, but the hosts took
the win 84-79.
Murray State bolted out to a 22-7 lead in
the first seven minutes, including a 13-0
run started on a jumper by junior guard
Brittany Park and followed by back-toback threes by senior guard Jenny Bowden. Matthews hit a jumper, and then
Fuqua capped the string with a three.
The Racers held a 31-20 lead when the
5-0 Indian squad began its comeback,
making runs of 9-0 and 7-0 to finally take
a lead into halftime 41-39.
A Bowden three-pointer opened the second half, giving Murray State a one-point
advantage, but ASU used a 15-6 run to take
a 56-48 lead.
After fighting back with runs and traded
baskets. the Racers led 74-72 with 3:47 left
in the game. Arkansas State then went on a

Students: We need you
To be completely honest. I am somewhat outraged this week.
Why? It is a direct result of you, the
student body, here at Murray State
University.
Yes. once again I am going to preach
about Racer basketball and student
involvement at the RSEC for Murray
State home games. Apparently I have
been far too kind during the past few
weeks in my plea for student involvement, und although there has been
some eKcitement created by the arrival
of the Mick's Maniacs section, I feel
we as students can do much more.
As previously stated, the enthusiasm
is growing as the women· s team has
vaulted to a noteworthy start, and they
are in big need of student backing so
the program can continue to flourish
under new Head Coach Joi Williams.
The men Have posted a flawless start
to the ~eason with a mark of 5-0 heading into Sunday's treacherous road battle against rival Western Kentucky.
Tf you are. saying to yourself that you
do not deserve the heat I am giving you
about showing Racer pride. then this
week I will go deeper. J will find a way
to accost each and every one of you
and put you in the limelight.
Gentlemen, let's face it, it would be
eKtremely healthy for you to get off
that vintage couch positioned majestically in front of the television where
you religiously tune in toE! day in and
day out to see if today is the day the
Olsen twins have matured enough to
adorn the pages of Hugh Hefner's
esteemed publication. Put the game
controllers down and get out to the
Re~ional Special Events Center to
enjoy this fast-paced and invigorating
style of basketball.
Picture the girl sitting next to you in
class that you never have had the
audacity to speak to. She is patiently
waiting for her phone to ring and have
you invite her to an evening experience
in the world ofMick's Maniacs. Guys.

here is your chance .to grow into manhood, to display the pride and vigor in
all of us: IL is time for Racer basketball.
As for you females, take no personal
offense. but my bickering mainly originates with you. I totally understand
that very fe" of you look at ESPN as a
religious denomination in the manner
of some of your male counterparts. but
there is much more to be had at a Racer
ba~ketball game than just basketball. I
give you my fun permission to use
these games as a weekly social gathering where you can surround yourselves
with close friends and maybe even a
charming. stunningly handsome man
such as myself.
My problem with you wonderful
women is this: reality television. Yes, I
said it, and 1 will stand by it - this
mockery of television programming
has created another world for many
women to live in, and I am here to
bring you back to earth. As much as
these shows have captured your mind,
bodies and souls, I challenge you to
experience "reality," and that involves
getting out to meet the average man
who typically involves himself with
school, sleep, food and, most importantly, sports. I cannot guarantee that
you will meet a man who is worth millions that you shall cherish forever and
always, but I can promise an evening
of fun and excitement that revolves
solely around un entire campus• display of school and team spirit.
Take an evening off from the dream·
land many of you have fallen into,
strap on that MSU attire and come
eKperience exciting Racer basketball
action. You never know, maybe you
will catch the guy. of your dreams. He
will more than likely be one of the few,
the proud and the chosen - one of
Mick's Maniacs.
As alwuys, don't hesitate to send a
letter to the editor or e-mail me personally at patclark@hotmail.com. Go
Racers!

Matta Barnard/The News

Tbe women's basketball team fights for position to grab tbe offensive rebound
after a teammate's sbot in tbe Arkansas-Pine Bluff game on Saturday.
9-0 run to lead 81-74 with 41 seconds
remaining. The' Racers played strong on
both ends of the floor and used timeouts
well down the stretch, but could not score
enough in the remaining time and fell 8479.
.
The Racers shot 50 percent from the
fie ld (30-of-60)~, making 52.4 ~rcent (11of-21) from three-point range.
MSU Athletic Director E.W. Dennison
said he is very excited about the way the

Racers are performing.
"It looks like (the team is) in the best
shape that they have been in," he said. "I
also feel that the players nre more prepared
and more focused than in past years."
Murray State made a visit to Jackson
State on Wednesday night, but highlights
of this game were not available at press
time. The Racers will play host to
Arkansas-Little Rock at 7 p.m. Saturday in
the Regional Special Events Center.

CONGRA1ULATIONS
GRADUATES!
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Finding cash for college is
child's play.
Register now and search thousands of
scholarsh~ps worth over $3 billion

www .thenews.org/scholarships

The sisters of Omega Xi would like
to congratulate our new initiates
Katrina VanCleave

Emily Phillips

Amanda'M-c~rius ~illers

Tabitha Rickermann Julie Liliker
' J afiue SpradlEtY
'Mollidk Dunbar
Anianda Sel~
Katie H~es
Saira Ray
Neele~ Hart
Arilanoa Dixon
Jennifer Myers
Congratulations to our other new members!
For moreinfoon · Rusheven e-mail
'@hotmail.com
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Injuries prevent OVC victory
Despite footballs disappointing season,
five athletes achieve All-OVC status

Murray State will compete in the 2003 Women's Volleyball Championship starting tonight. Watch the
Racers face the best in the nation and advance to the
NationaJ Championship.

by Brian Geary
Staff Writer
Hopes for repeating the Racers' 2002 Ohio
Valley Conference success were thwarted this
season as critical injuries to senior quarterback
Stewart Childress and other players crippled
Murray State's chances at another championship.
MSU had more than 60 injured players miss
starts in 2003, compared to 29 players in 2002.
Athletic Director E.W. Dennison said the
team's loss of players to injury probably led to
the squad's problems this season.
"We expected to win the conference and did
not," he said.
Dennison also said he expects the Racer team
to fare better in its 2004 campaign.
"Fans and the University look forward to a bet·
ter year next year.'' he said.
The Racers finished 4-8 on the season, includ·
ing wins over Jacksonville State and Southeast
Missouri, teams that went on to play for the OVC
Championship. In September, the team traveled
to the University of Kentucky for the first contest
between the two schools, but was defeated 37-6.
Fourth-year Head Coach Joe Pannunzio said
Childress contributed muclr to the team despite
being out for a good part of the season with a
career-ending knee injury.
"He's handled it about as well as you could
expect," Pannunzio said. •'He thought he was
going to be able to make another comeback during the season, but the reality eventually hit him.
He's been great through it all .... 1 think he's
helped Stephen (Hatchell) in a lot of \\ays. He's
helped me in identifying what kind of coverage
we saw and helped us get in the right positions."

IIIII
Semifinala

Reglonals
Dec. 12·13

Dec. 18

[lvis, Marilyn Monrot•, J.1mes
Dean, Betty Boop ,md more!
Traders flea Market and Bingo
Center. Exit 16 off 1·24 I'Jducah.
Open Sat. and Sun. 9 .1.m. - 6 p.m.
Ask for Happy J.lck •ll office.
BROTHER BRAND electric type·
writer. Only u~ed a few ttme~
when I was an English major and
wanted to feel more legit. S2tl.
Call (270) 226-9625
ANTIQUE SEWING MACHINE,
wooden cabinet in good condition.
$75. 753-1176
NEON BEER SIGNS and as~ort ·
ed other metal s1gns. l raders
Flea Market and Bingo Center.
Exit 16 off 1·24 Paducah . Open
Sat. and Sun. 9 <l .m. - 6 p.m.
Ask for Happy Jack at office.
BUILDINGS - POLE BARN
30x50x10' $4,695.00 includes
plans, iostruction6, slider, p.linted
met.11,
free
delivery,
(937) 718 1471
NEED A C()MPUTERl BAD
CREDIT1 B.1nkruptcy OK. No
Credit Check. Gu.u.uneetl
Approval, Check1ng account,
Home Phone required. (800)
419-4383, www.pr.4~url!.com
FREE 3-ROOM DIREcTV SYSTEM
INCLUDING
INSTAUATIONI
Subscribe lo •Nrl-Sunday TickN~
get 4 months FRl[; programming.
• Access 225+ TV Ch.1nnels. Digital
quality picture/sound. limited
time offer. 1-800-208·4617.
Tl-83 CALCULATOR S50 or best
offer. Call 759-3525

HELP WANTED
JOIN THE SOUTHWOODS WAY
Southwoods is a co-ed residential
children's camp in the Adirondack
Mountains of New York. South
woods is Sf'eking [NTIIUSIASTIC,
ENERGETIC, AND FUN LOVING
individuals to m.Jke il positive
impact oo a child's life. Positions

First and Second Rounds

are available m the areas of; group
leading athletics, outdoor adventure, creative and perform ing arts,
water sports and much more! Benefits or working at Southwoods
include salary, travel, room,
board, laundry, and much more!
·for more information and to complete an application please contact us: www.southwoods.com 1800-449·3357
COMMUNITY EDUCATOR: The
Rape Crisis Center is accepting
applications for the position or
Community Educator in its Murray
office. Responsibilities Include:
Providing agency's community
education programming to all
school age students and adults,
d~>veloping appropriate curriculum .md outreadllmarketing activities within the agency's southern
service area (Graves, Calloway,
fulton, and Hickman Counties),
and maintaining records. PT/some
benefits. R[QUlREMENTS: Bachelor's degree and knowledge/experience necessary to perform
duties. Proficiency in Microsoft
Office. Excellent communications
<1nd interpersonal skills. No prior
history of criminal behavior. Send
cover letter and resume to C.Holyn
Smith, Executive Director, Rape
Crisis Center, P.O. Box 8506, Paducah KY 42002-8506 or e-mail
documents to abidweiiOrapecrisisA~tRrg EOE
FR
NinE""S~,-....,S'"'OROlUffiS,
CLUBS, STUDENT GROUPS - Earn
$1,000 to $2,000 this semc~ter
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3-hour fundraising event. Our f~
programs make lundraising usy
witri no risks. Fundraising dates are
fillinR quickly, so get with the programl It works. Contad CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238 or
visit www.campusfundraiser.com.
IDt..rr-G-.FTs BY FRIENUL Y
has openings for party plan
advisers. Call about our New
Manager Program . Decor,
Gifts, Toys, Cash, Trips.
Recognition. (800)488-4875.
www.friend!yhome.com
NATIONAL PUBLISHING Com-

p ..~ny looking for Sales Rt-presentative in KentuckY.. Willing
to trt~vel Monday-1 rid,ty. Commission Position. Company
.JVerage pays $720/wet'k. Call
(800) 225-6368 [xt. 333.

LOST & FOUND
LOST BULLDOG PUPS -3.5monlm
old, brindle brown, white. and gray
white. Green ~. camo, and blue
collars. Reward oift>rcd if found. Clll
753-2009.1617 Miller Ave.

FOR RENT
GREAT LOCATION- Two bedroom
apt. across street from MSIJ c.1mpus.
'$295. Water included. C111753-7397
TWO-BEDROOM APARTMENT
Good location with privacy, close to
MSU and doo.Nntown Murray. Nice
and clean with like new wall to wall
carpeting. New w:~sher, new dryer,
stove, and refrigeratOf. Cmtral gas
heat, elt>Ctric air conditioning. Rent
$360 per month. Dt.oposit $360.
(270) 753-7207
VERY NICEl BR 2 BATH DUPLEX
w/ carport WID hook·up $550 per
month. 1 year lease w/ deposit.
1402 Crystal Brook t.n. 759-5477.
Available Jan. 1.
NICE QEAN 2 BR TRIPWC APT.
Wall-to-wall carpet. Nire locauoo,
single family resitk-ntiJI area. Stove,
refrigerator, new wa~ht>r/dryer. $360
rt>nt, $360 deposit. Phone 753-7207.
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT • Gas
heat, electric, ale, stove, rcfriger,ttor,
washer, dryer. $36!Ymo. rent. $360
depo5it, le.tse. No pets. 753·7207.
UVE OAK APARTMENTS 906 Broad
St. f.xtended. 1 Bedroom $290, 2
Bedroom $340, 3 Bedroom $425. 6month lease, S 100 d<oposit.

REAL ESTATE
AUCTION BURKESVIllE. ICY 250
Acres in 4 tracts. Unsurpassed ckof.r
and turkey hunting. 9 miles from Dale
Hollow !A1ke. Aug 30, 2003, (270)
734-6053. Joe Bryant, Auction~r
LAKE BARGAIN $24,900. Free

covered boat slip! Gently sloping
lake view parcel w/nice mix of
low rolling meadows & trees.
Abuts national forest on 35,000
acre recreational lake in Tenn.
P.wed roads, w.Jter, sewer, more.
F.xcellent financing. Call now
(800) 704-J 154 ext. 490.
LAKEFRONT LOG HOME 3,150
sq. ft ., 3.2 acre S 134,900. Be;~uti
ful new 3, 150 sq. ft. authentic
lakefront log home on ,3,2 acres
w/gorgeous long-range view),
lake access, periect getaway.
Must see. Call oow (800) 7709311 Ext. 335.
NEW lA-KE ttOME, LAKE CUMBERLAND, KY $89,900. Newly built.
cedar-sided home, never lived in,
fully fum1shed w/screened-1n p.:1tio,
huge deck, fireplace, jacuzzi tub,
great views, much more! Call (800)
770..9311 exL 971.

TRAVEL
PANAMA CITY BEACH, Fl
Spring Break - World F<1mous
Tiki Bar! Sandpiper-Ueacon
Bqach Resort, 1·800-488-862 8,
www .sandpi perbeacon .com
"The Fun Placet•
SPRING BREAK - Sign up with
Student [xpress and get I RH
roundtrip airline tickets to over 15
International
de~tination~
including Aruba, Dominican
Republic, Costa Rica, C.lribbe,ln
hot spots and more. Why go with
anyone else. Limited offer - call
now. Commission rep positions
also available. (800) 787-3787
www.studentexpress.com
BIGGEST SPRING BREAK PARTY!
Cruise with 100s o1 students oo the
largest and wil!bt studffit party
crui~e! Spend 5 ciays in the
Bahamas from $279! Include.~ ~t
meals. free parties, ~rt t.1xesl
Ethics award-winning company!
www. springbreaktravel . com
(800) 678-6386.
CANCUN, ACAPULCO, NASSAU,
JAMAICA! 7 nights from S4 59 +
taxi Includes breakfasts, dinners,

Laura Weiter/The News

Senior quarterback Stewart Childress
runs the ball in a game earlier this year.
In 2003, severctl MSU players had an outstanding season. Junior defensive lineman Marcus
White wa.c; named to the 2003 AU-OYC First
Team, while five other Racer players earned AllOVC accolades as voted by the league's head
football coaches and sports information directors.
White, a native of Theodore, Ala., and transfer
from Auburn Univen;ity, was second in the OVC
in sacks with nine, the most by a Racer since
Anthony Hutch's 1996 record of nine and a half.
He also tied for fifth in tackles for loss.
Junior defensive back Laroni Gallishaw. senior

20-50 hours free drinks! Guaranteed lowe~l price~ and best party
schedule. The only spring break
comp<~ny recogni1ed for oustanding eth1csl Visit the BlSl spring
break site on the Web - view 1OOs
of hotel videos ctod reviews al
www. spri ngbrea ktravel.com
(800) 678-6386
ACT NOW! BOOK 1 i PEOPLE, GET
12th trip free. Group discounts for
6+ www.springbreakdi~ounts.com
or 1800) 8)8-8202
r
PANAMA CITY BEACH-: Sandpiper·Beacon 8e.1ch Resort. From
$39 1·2 pm or arrive SuJMon.FREE night. Re~Cnctions. Pools.
rivl'r ride, Jacuzzi, tiki bar. (800)
488-8828 www.~andpiperbeacon.
CAMPUS REPS NEEDED! Be a campu~ rep for the only Spring Bre.1k
Company recognized fOf oubtanding
t:'lhic:~! farn free tTips & CA$111
www. springbrea ktra vel.com
(800) 678·6386
#1 SPRING B.REAK VACATIONS!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
BJhamas, Mdlatlan, Florida.
S.Padre. 110% Best Prices I Book
Now & Get FrE-e Parties & Meals!
Group Discounts. Now Hiring
Campus Reps! (800) 234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
CHERRY BLOSSOM GOLF AND
COUNTRY CLUB, Georgetown,
KY. Golf Dig~t voted us Be~l in
St.W?, #91 Join us for your next
round or Outing! Call (502) 5709849.
SPRING BREAK 2004, Trnel wilh
STS, America's #1 Student Tour
Opt>r~tor to Jamaica, Cancun, Aupulco, BahaJNS ~nd Florida. Now
hiring camput ~!»· Call for group
discount.J. Information/ Reserva(800)
648-4849
or
tions
www.st.Jtravel.com.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
ATTENTION: RESORT RECRE·
ATION & Hotel Management
M.Jjorsl Internships Available in
Resort Activitie~. Front Office &
Food Service! Myrtle Beach &
Hilton llead, SC:: Orlando, Fl.

defensive back Michael Hanley, senior wide
receiver Deandre Green and senior place-kicker
Jesse Ohliger were named All-OVC Second
Team, while senior linebacker Bobby Sanders
earned All-OVC Honomble Mention.
Hanley and Gallishaw bolh earned All-OVC
honon; as one of the league's top cornerback
duos. The two players led the Racer defense,
which finished 2003 fourth in the nation against
the pass, allowing just 142 yards per game.
·Hanley finished second in the OVC in interceptions with five and third in passes defended
with 12.
Gallishaw, who transferred to MSU from
Louisville prior to the 2003 season, was second
in the OVC in pa-;ses defended with 13 and
eighth in kick return average at 18.6 yards per
return.
Green was fourth in the OVC with 778 yards
receiving on 52 catches.
Obliger earned AIJ.QVC Second Team honors
after leading the OVC in field goal percentage,
connecting on 13-of-18 kicks on the season for
72.2 percent He also was fourth in the OVC in
scoring among kickers and lOth overall with 63
points (5.2 per game).
Sanders earned OVC Honor.1ble Mention after
becoming the ftrst Racer in school history to lead
MSU in tackles for three consecutive seasons.
His 92 tackles, an 8.2 tackles per game average,
were the sixth highest in the OVC.
Pannunzio said this year's senior class showed
character on and off the tield.
'There are some kids in that class that mean a
whole lot to this football program," he said.
"Bobby Sanders, Josh Catlett and Stewart Childress have all been here a long time. When you
talk about what this football program is and what
it's all about, the stories on those three kids right
there are what college athletics and 'Murray State
football is all about. We'll miss their character.
We'll miss what they bring to us on and off the
field."

Join us for a semester or summer
gaming hands on experience In
sunny
resort
loc<Jtion~!
$300/month slipencJ! Furnished
Housing! Shuttled Transportation! Cultural Events & Socic~lsl
Gain a cultural experience! Make
friends from around the world!
Gain
AII&LA
certification!
Receive internshhip credits Call
(800) 864~6762 or e-mail:
infoOamericanhospitalityacademy..com - www.AmericanHospitalityAcadcmy.com
NEED AN EXTRA $36,000 a year?
Vending route for sale. 50 high
traffic locations. Cost $5000. 1800-568-1392 or www.vendingth·
atworks.com
NEED EXTRA MONEYl looking
for students who are go.ll oriented
and want something cJifferent in
life. www.fiveandthree.com/helpingyou. For more info, leave message (877) 345-9320. This is not "
get-rich-quick thing.
WOLFF TANNING BEDS-Afford·
able, Convenient. Tan 111 Home,
Payments from $25/month. FRfU
Color-Catalog. Call Today. (800)
711-0158 www.np.etstan.com
SODA/SNACK VENDING Out·
standing Business Opportunity.
Minimum Investment S3500.
Weekly profits up to $15001 Call
now (888) 292-4520.
ATIENTION HOMEOWNERS Uis·
play Homes Wdnled fOf Vinyl Siding Replacement Windows. No
payment until 2004. Payments ~loilrt 
ing at $89/month. All credit quali·
lies. Call (800) 251-0843.

THE MURRAY
STATE NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS
WORK!

ONLINE DISPLAY
J\OVERTISING

$25/Week
Inhouse

production

ill no charge.

CiJ/1762-1178
fornJorede

s

Classifieds deadline:
3 p.m. Wednesday

.u>OkMr for a job, a car, or a vacation destination?

Find it in the classifieds!

Oassifled advertising is a great way to buy and sell, publicize an

$2 for

upcoming event or to send a message to that special someone. Discooer the power of classifieds.
the first 20 words. • 1Q¢ for each additional word • Classifieds deadline: 3 p.m. Wednesday • Payment is due when the ad is placed.

1Uta's

Neat
'Repeats

1lri'Z C~hz
753- BRIZ (2749)

· Hours
ll a.m.-Midnight

CLOSED
SUNDAY
onday Night Football

Student Rate Tit Christmas
*Daytime Rides $2.00
*$1.00 off at Night (llWnt~onThlaAd)
*Paducah $40.00
*Nashville $90.00

Wednesday

$7.50 Buckets I $1 Drafts

$6 Margarita Pitchers

Thesday

Thursday

Karaoke

$2 Well Drinks

O:>nsignment oot\'\e<E>
605 S. 12th St. • Murray

Men • Women • Children
Costume Rental• Formals • Wedding • Maternity • Nursing
HOURS: Mon. ·Sat. 10 a.m.· 6p.m. Owner: RHa Wyatt 762..0207
• E~clusivc Line of
Cosmetic and Sktn ,
Core Products

GOLD MWALLION•
EMMIE

• Free Makeup and
Sktn Care Lessons
• P(rsonalized Service

BEVERLY CALLOWAY • 753·6926
Bel Air Center • 908 S. 12th St. • Murray

• Knowledgeable
Beauty CoMultants

Thursday, Friday, & Saturday
Live Entertainment

'Tis the Season To Be Breezin'
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Washington

First United
Methodist Church

Rent -2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU ID.

l~
~~

Located inside
Wai-Mart.

We Wish You
a Merry Christmas!

CHRISTMAS ALIVE!
Dec. 21 at 6 p.m.

0 2003 Blockbuster Inc.

CHRISTMAS EVE

Bethaney Adams

503 Maple St. (next to the Court Square)

...-

753-3812

on Graduation!

i 2=:

COUPON
o!
FOR EYE EXAM W/ ~ i
MURRAY STATE IDI ~

Candlelight Service at 7 p.m.

Congratulations to

Nursery available during sen1ices.

\Ve 'lllVliss You!

BRADLEY

BOOK COMPANY
DISCOUNT COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS
1303 Chestnut Street, Murray • 753-8767

Geography
English 101

.J

Geography
English 101

One block east of the Curris Center

OUR

BUYBACK PROGRA:M
CAN NET you up to 70%
of your :M:oney Back!
"We W"ill buy books you bought at the Curris Center,
and don't forget that W"e have the ...

Guaranteed Lowest Price on
College Textbooks ...

PERIOD!
Order your textbooks online at www.bradleybook.com or toll free at 1-888-266-5040
*All
I

b~yback

prices are subject to inventory quota and condition of text.
(

